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The Accidental Gardener
-

• by Kelley Segafs

Accident n. 1, An unexpected ancj undesirable event.
2. Fortune; chance.
uch of what happens in my life is the
result of ah accident— an unintended
but fortunate event, to alter the dictionary's
version at bit. In the summer of 1994, I was
living at home'after graduating from college,
basically waiting to leave for graduate school
in Seattle. My mother received a packet of basil
in the mail, a scheme to get her hooked on
. gardening, I suppose. I hadn't ever really used
basil, much less grown anything since the
tenth grade biology experiment to see if bean
seeds will sprout in the dark (they do). Packrat
that I am> I grabbed the packet before Mom
could throw it away. "What are you going to
.do with that?" she asked/ reminding me that I
cannot keep everything I find.
I scattered the seeds in a few places
around the yard, between shrubs and flow
ers. The seedlings emerged and grew quite
happily in the front yard where they baisked
in the sun all afternoon. But in late June, I
uprooted myself and the plants, taking off for
Missoula to visit a friend before starting school
in the fall. ; \
: * ’ •
•
v
. "Y ou 're .taking those plan ts?" my
m other asked, shaking her, head at me.
"They'll never survive. When the plants.
wilted after the first day 4n the car, I figured
she was right. She usually is. But once I gave
them a drink in the evening, they perked back
up, ready for another day in the car.I

M

again. I thinned out the seedlings when I felt I
could distinguish between the ones with
strong genes and the weaklings.’ By the end
of May, I had to transplant some to larger pots.
Finally, the big commitment, the risky move:
transplanting to the beds, praying that.sum
mer was truly here.
*
This garden seems so planned and in
tentional compared to my first, accidental gar
den. But when I carried the pots to the back
yard, spinach-was Volunteering from last year..
A carrot had sprouted, as had the garlic I
planted last year and forgotten about.T made
a plot over by-the garage for the spinach be
cause I didn't think I would have room for all
my starts in the raised beds. As it turns out>
the garage provides partial shade and the
spinach thrived there. The spinach I left in the
raised bed shriveled up and bolted before I
could even harvest -it.

When I started gardening, I had one
purpose—food. I didn't really expect to get
much out of it, edible or otherwise, because. I
wasn't really putting much effort into it. Last
summer, gardening seemed so easy. I didn't
do much of any thing and still harvested spin
ach and basil, so I figured if I-put some effort
in this year, I'd -get plenty of food. •
But then working outside became ad
dictive. I stopped thinking about producing
food. I wasn't working for tangible results
I traveled to Missoula for a visit and anymore. I'd get home from school and go out
ended up staying for graduate, school. Last iri the yard. I started looking for. new places
s.ummer, I had my first garden. I was commut to put beds and called the owner of thenoiise
ing to work in the Bitterroot Valley, so I threw to ask about expanding an existing bed. "Oh,
some seeds down and hoped for the best. I do whatever you want," she told me: "Just be
harvested, spinach, a few scrawny peppers . sure to mark it so the mowers don't demolish
and, of course, basil. This year, ! have really your plants." I went wild. When I ran out of
worked-—stirring in compost, making a bed work to do in my yard, I went over to work in
for the spinach and lettuce and digging up sod . a friend's yard.
for two flower beds. Back in early May, I
' After about a month of yard work, I
planted seeds in lots of little pots. Every morn realized.that food is the least valuable thing I
ing, I took all the pots out onto the front porch. harvest. I do relish my spinach salads and
and watered them. When the sun moved/ I fresh pesto, but other benefits started sneak
moved the pots. Water again. In the evenings, ing up on me. I began to see that my garden
I moved all the pots back inside. And watered had something to say to me.

. 2
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photcrfn^elley Segars

Gardening teaches me to slow down.
let. But do these gardeners work to find that
I have a difficult time changing from the middle ground? Traditionally, organic farm
work/school pace to a leisurely, sit-down- ers have worked to balance control and acci
and- relax mode. I notice myself gobbling my dents. They've let nature have some leeway.
food down and reading maniacally. Garden But soon, sonie of this could change with na
ing is a kind of meditation, like the Zen task tional standards for organics, which Leeann
of raking the rock garden. Along the same Drabenstott explores in her article, "An Em
lines, it teaches me patience, which I am sorely brace or Attack?" on p. 18.
in need of. No, I will not be harvesting any
Wendell Berry says gardening is "a
vegetables for. quite awhile yet. And that's t way of rejoining the human race." If he seems
fine. Each day/1 take a walk around the yard. to be exaggerating slightly, consider the sense
And each day, I am surprised by something, of community found among gardeners. They
maybe a new shoot or a flower turned to a' ask advice of each other, share information.
tiny tomato.
Renee Harris, of the Gallatin Valley Food
That's another lesson: Pay attention. T Bank, is quoted in a story on p. 14 as saying,
am a birder and too often when I'm out hik "When you grow with other people, you share
ing, I pay attention,only to the birds and lose recipes, share stories."
track of everyth ing
In "C u ltiv atin g
else around me. Gar
Self-Sufficiency" on p. 6,
dening teaches me to
Lisa Kerscher explores
look at the details and
how .the group effort of
the big picture. If I'm
com m unity gardens
too focused on either
may open the door to
one, Im iss out.
self-sufficiency for eco
The biggest les- _
n o m ica lly -d isa d v a n 
son for me has been
taged individuals and
that things don't have
families. And sometimes
to be perfect: In fact,
gardening can lead to
things are not going to
community events like
be perfect, so I might as
farmers' markets. Rob
well learn to love my
Lubke presents issues
gar d e n — w ee d s ,
regarding M issou la's
crooked rows, holey
Farmers' Market in "Too
leaves and all. In his
Much of a Good Thing?"
book Second N ature,
on p. 33. .
Michael Pollen writes,
•*
Gardening
"The garden is an un
is indeed about commu
happy place for the
nity, which is itself an acperfectionist.'' He sug
cid ent.
The
term
gests, as does Jim
"planned community"
Nollm an in W hy We .
is an oxymoron. ComGarden; Cultivating a Sense o f Place , finding . munity is not something you can build inten
middle ground between asserting complete tionally. It's like trying to find the secret of
control over the garden (or attempting to) and life1—we may know all the ingredients/ but
letting nature have its way (advocating the can't seem to put them together right.
belief that weeds are not bad, just misunder
When you get right down to it, both
stood). Maybe we should let accidents hap gardening and community are about hope. It's
pen sometimes.
an investment in the future that won't be re
alized for several.months or even years. It's
People garden for a variety of reasons about living with a place, gathering local
ranging from growing their own food to con knowledge, rather than just owning property.
necting with the land. There are over 70 mil In our highly mobile, quick-draw society,
lion gardens in the United States and many of those 70 million gardens are a collective cry
their gardeners say. it's their only creative out that this land, this town, this region is home.
Camas — Summer 1997
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Obsidian
Dreams
reflection by

1

T

'Donald
■^Snow.

determined energies of the golf-citizenry to
spread this water in such a way as to create
an urban forest.
As I sit in my living room and watch,
across the street, John Elway lob. a pass well
over the head of Shannon Sharpe, I realize that
this reverie alone contains no great revela
tions, for it is nothing more than oneof a thou
sand possible, recitations on how w e white
folks came to make our claims on this place.
The important part to me lies in recognizing
- just how deep those claims have become, and
how thoroughly we have attempted to erase
what was here before—erased it all to such
an extent that we can no longer make claims
on behalf of what is "natural" or even "na
tive." We have rendered the value-loaded no
tion of the' indigenous irrelevant, and so long
for it with an unquenchable longing. But*
something we have not erased, is the knowl
edge that others lived here before us, and they,,
too, did the best they could to secure technol

he neighbors across the street have a habit
of leaving their living room drapes open
day and night, a practice I probably never
would have noticed except for the fact that a
few months ago they purchased one of those
giant, wide-screen televisions.' This one is a
really good television.
I'm beginning to think that they didn't
used to leave those drapes open much at all,
but that with the purchase of the big, new tube ogy* n u
.:
.m m m
came a desire to show off, much like when I
was a kid in a cramped steel-town neighbor
Last autumn, while the weather was
hood, the first families to buy color sets let the still warm and we were beginning to batten
word out so everyone else would envy them.. down for winter/ Dorothy and I. decided to
Every night in winter, the cathode ray guns move Wijiji, rhy mother's motor hojne, off the
in my neighbors' television set make a sort of street and onto a grassy strip next to our ga
technological aurora borealis dance on the rage. While I fumbled around inside Wijiji,
crown of snow in their yard. If it.w eren't shutting off pipes and rounding up misplaced
caused by TV, this might be beautiful.
tools, Dorothy slipped off to pick up any sum
Anyway, it's gotten me thinking about mer, litter left on the grassy strip. As she came,
the application of technology here at the home around the garage, she found three of the
site. For reasons having nothing to do. with neighbor kids—Nick, Aaron and Marti—dig
golf, I liye in a golf suburb on a hillside above ging furiously right where, we wished to de
Missoula. Nine fairways worm among resi posit the camper.
• •/
dential streets with names like Ben Hogan
'■Whatcha doin'?" she asked them.
Marti, a bold and charming second
Drive and Rolling Green Way. The subdivi
sion has been here for at least 35 years, so our grader, said, "Treasure hunt. Wanna see the
neighborhood is filled with mature trees, vir treasure?"' She pointed to a black, shiny ob
tually all of them exotics forced into produc ject half-excavated by the. furious digging, of
'' . continued ofi p_. 44
tivity by the copious draughts of Water we all little Aaron s stick. .
apply. None of those trees would have made
their way onto this sere, grassy slope on the Don Snow is executive director of Northern Lights
shoulder of Dean Stone Mountain, but for the Institute and associate editor of Northern Lights
application of technology—in this case, the magazine. He teaches environmental writing and
pumping o.f water from the mighty Clark Fork policy at The University of Montana. Snow lives
aquifer uphill several hundred feet, and the in Missoula, Montana, where he makes mole.
4 \ .'
' ' ' •• :V
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T 'A There I live now—Tucson—it is the dy- •beside
the
y V . ing season. Mid-summer and the mon s p i n d l y soons have not yet arrived. Temperatures young cherry
reach triple digits by 10 a.m.. Vultures cruise trees her fa
every arroyo.. This morning ih the water bar ther
had
rel, I found a baby quail drowned while at planted in our
tempting the not-so-simple act of drinking front yard. It
water. Mexican television broadcasts grue turned out
some videos urging people on el otro lado not. that the Front
to attempt a desert crossing. The images are Range of the
horrific: bloated bellies, blackened skin, des C o l o r a d o
reflection by
perate eyes.
Rockies had
As an antidote, I flee to the nearest su once been the
permarket, a place full of life. Neighbors gos . largest p ro 
sip, children race down the aisles and single ducer of pie
mothers pay for rice and vegetables with food cherries in the
stamps. I paw through the produce and settle United States.
on cherries, but these are not big enough medi Cold winters
cine to inoculate 'me from this season in the follow ed by .
desert. They are the wrong kind of cherries^ b lissfu l, yet
plump Queen Anne's—when what I crave are brief, summers had suited the Montmorencies
the tart M ontm orencies of the Northern just fine. That is, until the Front Range began
Rockies. Specifically, the medicine I need is a togrow more subdivisions than cherries. Only
handful of fresh-picked cherries from the remnants of Colorado's once-grand orchards
shores of Flathead Lake.
are left. It is the same at Flathead Lake.
I first saw Flathead Lake and marveled
Maybe that's why we'd chosen cher
at its orchards when I was pregnant with my ries for the front yard, one family trying to
first daughter. It was 1971 and my husband; carry on a vanishing agricultural legacy. Or
and I were retreating farther and farther north, maybe I simply wanted to remember the
fearful of the pressures and responsibilities of sunny days beside a lake so large the wayes
parenthood. We drove up from Colorado, resembled the ocean.
hiked and swam and stumbled over rocky
The cherry trees ih the yard of what
shores. Our lunches always included a hand was once our home are huge now. They dwarf
ful of cherries. As juice ran oyer our knuckles, later additions: plums, mulberries, apples:
we sucked the tart pulp from warm fruit, then Before my daughters left for college and I
squeezed the pits between our fingertips and moved to Arizona, I gave my brother and his
shot the seeds backwards over our shoulders, family a volunteer shoot that had emerged
toward treeline.
from the seeds of our original cherry trees.
’■"Think any of them will grow?" I asked This year, my brother assures me, there will
him.
be enough Montmorencies for a pie.
"Don't know. Maybe."
Deidre Elliott directs the Writers Workshop at the
Eventually, he and I came to terms with Arizona State Prison for Women in Tucson. This
impending parenthood and returned to Colo spring she taught creative non-fiction at the Uni
rado. The day our oldest daughter entered kin versity of Arizona. Her Work has been published
dergarten, I snapped a picture of her standing in Crazyhorse, South Dakota Review and Puerto del

The
Dying
Season

Deidre
Elliott

Sol, among others.
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Cultivating
Self-Sufficiency
community gardens help satisfy basic needs
story and photos by
: •

■

.*

.

•

^

•

•••-.-

Lisa A. Kerscher

Less than 100 yards
south of the swollen Clark Fork
River, harvest season had be
gun. A man bundled fresh leaf
lettuce as big as his two hands
. while another gently pulled
. . half-dollar-sized radishes from
the dark soil.

B

y w orking together on this common
ground, these men help to fulfill their
basic needs-igood nutrition arid a stronger,
sense of community
This community garden near River Road
is one of five throughout Missoula County
neighborhoods that take part in the Garden
City Harvest Project (see sidebar p. 11). Thanks
■to interagency and volunteer cooperation, the
$99,000 U.S. D epartm ent of A griculture
(USDA) seed grant is making Garden City
Harvest a reality. At the River Road garden,
for example, some of the money paid for the
eight-month lease on the tenth of an acre, and
it helped purchase a water pump and pipes
as well as provide the garden organizer's sal-,
ary. The grant also bought a new and larger
6
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cooler for holding some of the season's harvest at the Missoula Food Bank,
The county-wide garden project was
started to help eliminate hunger arid improve
nutrition, Mary Pittaway, Administrative Director of GCH, says. Many people are in need
because government assistance programs iike.
welfare don't reach everyone and many cifizens don't reach for government help. About
half the people eligible for federally-funded
programs don't apply, she says, usually because they're too proud and want to. get by
on their own.
For residents at or below poverty level,
especially low-income families> community
gardens can put a dent in their food bill, provide good nutrition for their children and
Camas —1Summer 1997 •
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build self-esteem and a stronger sense of com
munity. Many low-income families collect
food from the gardens, either by leasing their
own plots for the season or from donations
given to the Missoula Food Bank. These op
portunities are especially important with the
tightening of the state welfare program. The
year-old welfare law> Families Achieving In
dependence in Montana (FAIM), gives cash
assistance for only two years in a lifetime, and
it forces participants to find ways to become
independent of the government system.
Bill Carey, Director of the Missoula
Food Bank, already notices reaction to the wel
fare changes: those in need are turning more
to community services, like food banks, and
agencies and organizations are scrambling to
maintain services.
Carey says they serve 2,000 to 2,500
people a month-and almost half of their cli-.
ents are children. Last year, the Missoula Food
Bank served about 3,400 households, up al-*
most 8 percent from 1995. The number of par
ticipating families jumped 12 percent.
The Food Bank usually allows up to six
visits a year. Eighty percent of clients use the.
service no more than three times a year, Carey
says, but they have had a relaxed policy and
have recently been serving the same 10 per
cent .every couple of Weeks. When legal .irm
migrants lose their benefits in September, the
; food bank expects to help even more families.
"If people lose food stamps and lose assistance
altogether, they don't have anywhere to go,"
he explains. Except; of course, for the Food
Bank. ►
•
Carey is optimistic about being able to
meet the increased needs, though, especially
with Garden City Harvest's involvement. "We
never have enough perishables, even in sum
mer," he "says. But this growing season, the
Missoula Food Bank expects to get 300,000
pounds of food from the gardens—both fresh
and freshly-canned. And With the new cooler,
capable of holding up to six pallets of food on
its shelves, "we're in a position to have and
Camas — Summer 1997
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move a lot of produce," Carey says.
With Food Bank use on the rise and
Garden City Harvest still needing more vol-.
unteers to keep up with demand, the Missoula
Food Bank's Board of Directors recently de^
cided to change its revolving-door policy.
Starting July 1, citizens can use the
Food Bank only six times in the first six
months. After that, they will be given a cou
pon good for only one visit per month. If they
think they'll need the Food Bank's help again,
they'll need to work 10 hours in the commu
nity gardens that month to qualify for another
visit. "We need to make sure we don't exhaust
our resources serving a small percentage of
people," Carey says, "and at the same time
nudge people into self-help activities and pro
mote community-minded work."
Good nutrition and living above pov
erty are tough goals for many Missoulians to
reach and maintain. About one put of* every
six county residents-^about 16 percent of the
population—is at or below poverty level, ac
cording to the U.S. Bureau of Census' 1993 es
timate! The federal poverty level is deter
mined annually by Congress based on the
most recent comprehensiye.census (1990) and
on a socioeconomic model from the 1960s.
This model assumes one-third of a
family's money goes to food, and it adjusts
the costs for minimal food needs for different
family sizes and makeups. But Paul Miller,
Professor of Sociology at The University of
Montana, says the federal poverty model is
based on an outdated assumption that doesn't
reflect reality in the 1990s. This doesn't help
bur economy or our community, he says. .
Miller estim ates that 30 percent of
Missoulians live in poverty. The model he uses
comes from conclusions made by John E.
Schwarz and Thomas J. Volgy in their 1993
book The Forgotten Americans. Schwarz and
Volgy found that a family now spends only
one-fifth, not one-third, of its income on food,
because families spend more money on hous
ing, child care and transportation than they
• ",
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did-30 years ago.
Because the gov ern m en t's m odel
doesn't account for these extra expenses in a
modem family's budget, the government con
cludes that people are meeting their needs at
a lower level than reality, Schwarz and Volgy
contend:
. •
T herefore, w hen the. governm ent
draws the poverty line based on this false as
sumption, the line is lower than what it really
takes a family to live self-sufficiently and ful
fill its basic needs. Schwarz and Volgy define
a family as self-sufficient if it can meet its bud
geted costs for food, housing, transportation,
medical, clothes, personal items and inciden
tals.
The state's definition of self-sufficiency :
is different from Schwarz and Volgy's,- how
ever. To the state, self-sufficiency only means
not getting government help. This is why .the
government develops programs like FAIM
FAIM supersedes the newer federal
welfare reform act. Basically, FAIM adapted
Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) and limits cash assistance for up to
two years in a lifetime. The state says FAIM
changed "the focus of the. AFDC program
from a check-receiving program to one that
focuses .on self-sufficiency," providing train
ing and education so people can move off
public assistance and into employment.
The state indicates these programs are
working: individual recipients of government
money dropped 24 percent during 1996. Wel
fare caseloads are down some, many social'
workers and agencies agree. But the data
doesn't prove that FAIM or other similar pro
grams are the forces working toward self-suf
ficiency. The design of such programs—some
have many sub-programs—makes it difficult
for agencies to accurately track how, why and
when people move in and out of the system.
FAIM,- for instance, consists of three
main components. The AFDC portion, now
called the Pathways Program, provides cash
assistance for up to. two years. A client must '
meet requirements such as developing and.
8
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following a Family Investment Agreement
that outlines a minimum of 20 hours of weekly
activities, like working for Garden City Har
vest, resume-writing or reading bool<;s to kids.
They must also pay for their own child care

and actively seek work by routinely checking
in at the Job Service.
.
A second part of FAIM is the Job
Supplement Program (formerly JOBS), for
which there is no time limit. Participants ex
change cash assistance they could be receiv
ing on Pathways for child care (up to $200
monthly), Medicaid and /or food stamps.
People on Job Supplement usually work ei
ther a low-wage, part-time or seasonal job.
These cases are not welhti'acked/nor are they
counted on the welfare roll. For instance, at
Camas — Summer 1997
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the end of 1996, 4.8 percent of. Missoula but people can cycle between Pathways and
County's population received Medicaid ser Job Supplement, always getting public help
vices and 8.1 percent received food stamps. in some way. but not always being counted
Some people were only using one service, on the welfare roll. Some who were on AFDC
before simply never went to their case worker
some both.
■■ •
to change over to the FAIM system. A few
people expressed they felt alienated by the
new program and decided it wasn't worth it.
, Karen Smith, Volunteer Coordinator
for Garden City Harvest, says the garden
project was initially targeted at low-income
families on FAIM. But "gardening doesn't look
as valuable as office work," she says, and the
Community Services part hasn't kicked in yet,
so the number of FAIM clients involved at
GCH is lower than expected.
Although Garden City Harvest is not
usually the first choice for the 20 hours of work
activities, Alan Daniels of Community Re
source Connection and GCH advisory board
member, says the gardens can be a good choice
for FAIM participants. Many who are attracted
to the gardens usually either haven't worked
for a long time, have few skills or simply like
gardening. In exchange, they get work expe
rience and build self-esteem.
Daniels recalls that one man, who
started working for Garden City Harvest af
ter 13 years on welfare, was worried he
couldn't contribute to the community or even
work anymore. But after one week in the gar
dens, he found full-time employment. People
on welfare are "pretty well ostracized for a
variety of reasons," notes Daniels. This ex
ample suggests there is another component
The third piece of FAIM is the Com of self-sufficiency—community
During May, about 14 FAlM partici
munity Services Program. It's designed to pay
adults for community service work if they' pants were working for Garden City Harvest
can't find jobs after their two-year limit on ; in some capacity, Daniels says, usually out in
Pathways runs out. This portion of FAIM the field, building ,raised vegetable beds or
planting. Similar to responses to Habitat for
won't be fully developed'until next year.
Although the proportion of those re Humanity, he says, many who find work and
ceiving cash assistance from the government leave FAIM[ try to find some way to stay in
is down from last year, that doesn't necessar volved with the program. "Some people think,
ily show that people are becoming self-suffi 'I did use the food bank last year, and this is a
cient, social workers admit. There have been way to help them out,"' Daniels says. They
many success stories of people finding work, feel like they belong.
. Camas — Summer 1997
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Even though few FAIM participants
work in the community gardens Garden City
Harvest still helps people meet their basic
needs. ,Mariy low-income families, for example, grow their own food in leased garden
plots, Karen Smith says. She's also recruited
other volunteers—individuals, community
groups and business organizations^—to work
in the community gardens, such as those for
the Missoula Food Bank.
\
Garden Organizer and Missoula City
Councilman Jim McGrath oversees the River
Road site that lies near Mobile City Trailer
Park. He first became involved in community
gardening in the mid-1980s when he worked
on the Board of the Down Home Project and
in the Northside Community Garden when it
was first organized. '
•
■
McGrath says' some families from the
trailer park tend 15-by-15 food plots for which
they pay $15 per season. This site benefits
them because trailer lots don't tend to include
much yard space. The money for the plots
goes back into garden needs like tool and hose
10
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repairs. McGrath says he's not very aggres
sive about collecting the fee, though, and has
allowed people to pay $1.a month for it. "If
somebody wants to garden to grow food with
her kids out here in the sunshine, I'm going
to let her because that's what it's all about,-'
he explains.
.
.
:
McGrath believes that although food
is a basic need, it may be even more impor
tant for people to work as a community, and
GCH work affords that opportunity. "There's
a lot of stuff that collectively has to get done,"
he says. Earlier this spring, for example, vol
unteers installed 300 feet of water pipe and
six spigots td irrigate the garden and built the
garden's bulletin board out of two old doors.
A mix of experienced and novice gar
deners of various incomes have opportunities
to learn from each other by comparing notes
and strategies, McGrath remarks. Gardeners
gather at potlucks and share recipes so they
can socialize and learn how to cook what they
grow, like chard and kale. Some volunteers
take care of the water pump, spread compost
Camas — Summer 1997
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or Oversee Work on the children's garden.
McGrath notices a diversity of citizens con
tributing to and socializing with the commu
nity who wouldn't otherwise, he says.
Because of the shift from focusing ori
FAIM participants to gathering volunteers
from many different areas in the community,
perhaps more than people's food needs are
being fulfilled. Those drawn to the program
not only want to grow food, but also want to
be with and help others, garden organizers
say.
Claire DelGuerra, a Cascade County.
Extension agent in Great Falls, expresses simi
lar sentiments about her community. Al
though the community doesn't have any for
mal community garden plans, she's noticed
an upward trend in people working together.
She knows some elderly people, for instance,

who have gardens in their yards but can't tend
them. During the last year, she's seen more of
these owners allow low-income families grow
food in their yards. The gardeners and own
ers benefit by getting fresh vegetables as well
as socializing and sharing experiences,
DelGuerra says.
*
Clearly, self-sufficiency means, more
than just having one's basfc physical needs
met. For many people, self-sufficiency must in
clude being in control of one's life and staying
in touch with others around them. Ironically,
independence may bloom best from stronger
communal roots. The Garden City Harvest
Project and similar efforts in the region dem
onstrate that organizations and citizens can
work together beyond bureaucracy to help
themselves—and each other. •
. . .

•

. see related story p. 14

Garden City Harvest Project
by Tara Thomas
Responding to statistics that show 90 percent
of the produce consumed in Missoula, Mon
tana is shipped in from out-of-state and close
to one-fifth of the town's population live at
or below, the poverty line, the Garden City
Harvest project (GCH) aims to increase food
self-reliance' in their community.
The G arden City H arv est project was
awarded one of nineteen highly competitive
USD A Community Food Projects grants to
carry out its mission. This collaborative ef
fort form ally operates under the parent
agency Missoula Nutrition Resources, Inc., a
non-profit organization. Prpgrams supported
by the project include:'•
:

logical Agriculture and Society (PEAS) and
volunteers learn the ins and outs of farming
while producing food for low income families
and CSA members.
: .
*Food Bank plots where volunteers raise veg
etables that are donated to the food bank or
sent to a local cannery for processing and fu
ture donation.
*Educational workshops oh topics such as can
ning, food dehydration, and cooking season
ally.

The project's success is dependent on collabo
rative relationships with around twenty five
local businesses, organizations and govern
*Neighborhood Community Gardens where lo-. ment agencies. A few of the many cooperat
cal people can rent a garden plot, borrow tools ing organizations include: the Montana Food
and receive advice on growing organic veg Bank Network, M issoula Child Care Re
sources, Western Economic Development
etables for their family.*
Group, M issoula O ffice of Planning and
*A Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) G rants, M issoula U rban D em onstration
Farm at historic Fort Missoula where.Univercontinued onp. 17
sity students enrolled in the Program for EcoCamas — Summer 1997
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News from the Northern Rockies

Crown Butte Negotiations
Continue
fryTim Westhy

T

he Clinton administration announced in ated, he said.
...
May that it had struck a deal with con
Nonetheless; in this latest deal worked *
gressional leaders for a new plan to pay out with congressional leaders, about $700
Crown Butte Mines Inc. to stop the proposed million will be made available over the next
New World Mine near Yellowstone National five years. After the Crown Butte and $250
Park. Under the new plan, money would be ; million Headwaters buyouts are completed,made available from the U.S. Land and Water there will be over $350 million left in the fund
Conservation Fund to pay Crown Butte/as' for other purchases;
well as acquire privately-owned redwood
Crown Butte must purchase l^nd from
trees in California's Headwaters Forest.
Margaret Reeb, a private landowner who
"We think the Land and Water Conser owns property in the mine's district, and turn
vation Fund is the best vehicle for this it over to the federal government to hold up
b u y o u t," said B ob.E key of the G reater its part of the bargain. Reeb has been reluc
‘Yellowstone Coalition, which has opposed thie tant to sell, however, believing that the mine
mine since it was first proposed.
and environmental, protection are not mutu
Last, summer,. Clinton announced a . ally, exclusive.
deal to pay Crown Butte $65 million in fed
Reeb and Crown Butte are reportedly
eral assets and property to stop the contro negotiating, but the company's chairman, Karl
versial gold mine. Originally it was believed Elders, has refused to comment on how the
that surplus federal office space and land from talks are going, saying only that "Margaret
closed military bases would be offered to the * and I are continuing to talk, but we both
company. But in March, the government of agreed those talks would remain in confi
fered instead cash’from federal oil, coal and dence."'
•
.
| |
gas royalties from mineral leases in Montana.
According to Ekey, there is some op
This plan, however, met. with strong position to this latest deal from congressional
opposition from members of Congress—- ■members as well as those who believe the fed
mainly conservative senators .from the Mid eral government shouldn't acquire any more
west and West—when it was reported that the land. In fact, the House Appropriations Com
buyout would be offset-in the federal budget mittee has recently failed to earmark money
with farm subsidy money from the Conser within the. conservation fund for the buyout,
vation Reserve Program, a program that pays instead leaving if up to Congress to authorize
farmers to leave some land dormant to pre fhe money.
*
- V
vent erosion or help create wildlife habitat.
Ekey says, however, that his group is
The Land and Water Conservation still quite optimistic that, the deal will go
Fund was established in 1968 for buying pri through with or without Margaret Reeb and
vate land and bankrolling land exchanges for despite the- opposition in Congress.
environmental protection. Money for the fund
"We helped craft the deal so there
comes from offshore oil and gas leases. Ac would be no big losers or- winners. The com
cording to Ekey, the Clinton administration pany wants this, the administration wants
has not appropriated the full amount avail this, and the majority of Americans wants
able for the fund. During the Bush adminis this," he said, "Be a shame to lose this prop
tration about $350 million a year was'appro erty and the protection of Yellowstone because
priated for the fund/but under Clinton only of philosophical differences."
about $155 million a year has been appropri- '
12
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Road Through Great Bum
Faces Opposition

by Rick Stern

xcept for the official designation, the
Great Burn roadless area of Montana and
Idaho possesses all the characteristics of a *
wilderness area. Even Montana's Republican
Senator Conrad Burns has included the Great
Bum in the wilderness bills he has introduced
to the Senate during his tenure.
So it only makes sense that the U.S.
Forest Service should manage the Great Burn
with its "wilderness characteristics" in mind..
And that's exactly the approach that decisionmakers in the Lolo National Forest's Nihemile
Ranger District seem to be taking with a pro
posal to explore for gold deposits within the
Great Burn.
.'
Kenton Lewis of Superior, Montana
inherited the sub-surface mineral rights to
two segments of land within the Great Burn
from his grandfather. Lewis wants to deter
mine the value of the minerals in his claim
and has asked the Forest Service to allow ge
ologist Steve Hicks access to his claims in or
der to determ ine w hether they contain
enough value to sell or lease to anybody who
might want to mine the gold there.
Lew is' two claims both lie on the
North Fork of Fish Creek, about 35 miles east
of Missoula and 20 miles upstream from
where Fish Creek empties into the Clark Fork,

E
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One parcel of 30 acres lies near Greenwood
Creek, six miles from the Forest Service's
Clearwater Crossing station that lies at the end
of the road defining the edge of the Great
Burn. The other parcel of 20 acres lies another
mile upstream
According to Hicks, he'd be looking for
placer deposits: small concentrations of gold
present in gravel beds and topsoil. He'd like
to dig up to 40 test pits to analyze the concen
tration of gold. Each pit would be 4 feet by 12
feet and would penetrate as deep as neces
sary to reach bedrock—probably from three
to 12 feet.
'
In order to dig these pits, Hicks would
like to use a backhoe. He believes that Lewis
has the right to build a road to the sites at his
own expense to transport equipment. Repre
sentatives of the Ninemile District don't nec
essarily agree.
"Our decision is what level of access
to provide to this individual who holds pri
vate property within the Great Bum proposed
wilderness," said Ninemile's District Ranger,Greg Munther. "The question is, what is a rea
sonable level of access? The alternatives might
range all the way from some kind of horse
back-carried, hand-operated equipment to
building some type of temporary road, and
‘
'
13;
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everything in-between."
to see built, so the Forest Service team can
Munther emphasizes the need for an analyze the proposal.
approach that would preserve the wilderness
Due to lingering snow from this past
characteristics of this region that so many, feel winter, the proposed road won't be staked out
deserves the official designation. Yet Hicks - until sometime in July at the earliest, and
feels that the Forest Service will simply try to Munther doesn't expect to make any type of
make the price of the exploration prohibitively decision until "early fall." If he should decide
expensive by forcing his client to pay for dig that a road is the most appropriate form of
ging the pits by hand or flying in a backhoe access, an Environmental Impact Statement
by helicopter;
•would likely be required to assess the poten
"It seems the Forest Service is going to tial impacts of. such a project. No matter what
make us jump through endless hoops and try method of access is deemed appropriate,
to bankrupt us," said Hicks, "They really don't Lewis and Hicks will be responsible for re
want to recognize our legal rights of access." turning any disturbed land to its prior condi
Munther's decision will be influenced tion.
'
.. » •
by public comments on the issue, of which he
Whatever his decision, Munther in
has received over 650, most heavily against tends for the Great Burn to remain worthy of
the building of a road into the Great Burn. He the wilderness designation. "Although we do
and a team of colleagues will also consider the recognize the private property rights Mr.
potential impacts of the various means of ac Lewis has," said Munther, "I don't think any
cess. They have asked Hicks and Lewis to of us want to see the wilderness values com
. stake out the path of the road they would like promised."

Fresh Food

T

he Gallatin Valley Food Bank is planting
the seed of an idea it hopes will grow into
something great.
: . ' *
The Food Bank is bringing together
low-income families, college students and
community volunteers’ to help struggling
households grow some of their own summer
vegetables at Westlake Park.
Eventually, those gardens could be a
first step toward a larger, more ambitious pro
gram to help get more fresh food to the poor.
Last week, volunteers planted seed
lings at Westlake Park. Hundreds had been,
started back in February and March at the
Plant Growth Center at Montana State Uni
versity by students in a plant and soil science
class, said Renee Harris, Food Bank director.
Students will teach Food Bank clients
how to plant, water and care for the new
plants as they grow.
;
14 \
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by Gail ScHontzler

The city rents out garden plots to the
public at Westlake park for $25 a summer. The
Food Bank rented 15 of the 10-by-10 plots for
low-income families and three more for the
Rocky Mountain Horizons mental health pro
gram-, the Reach .program for the developmentally disabled and the Flyalite Youth Home.
In the past, the Food Bank was only
able to interest about four families, a summer
in the garden project. Harris said she hopes
that now, with the students getting seedlings
started and helping as mentors, the garden
ers will have more success.
The garden project will* help clients
with food sufficiency and take some pressure
off the Food Bank, Harris, said. And she hopes
for other, less tangible benefits. •
. "It builds confidence when people can
raise their own food," she said. "It raises moCamas — Summer 1997
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rale. It gets them introduced to
other people and widens their
network of friends. When you
grow with other people, you
share recipes, share stories/'
The Food Bank has
asked the city of Bozeman to
consider allowing a full two
acres to be used for its future
garden plots at Westlake Park,
w hich is at Tam arack and
North Fifth Avenue and is
shared with Bozeman's BMX
bike racing track.
That request would
have to win the approval of the
Recreation and City Parks Ad
visory Board and the City Com
mission, which would hold a
public hearing. If approved,
raised beds would be built to
make work easier for disabled
and elderly gardeners.
The Food Bank has also
applied for a grant to help it
launch a larger fresh food pro
gram.
If all goes well, by the end
of the summer the Food Bank cli
ents will be harvesting tomatoes,
peppers, beans* lettuce, carrots
and radishes from the garden
plots.
'
"It's a real healthy thing,"
Harris said, "when kids'get to
see food grown from scratch and
get to taste things fresh, instead
of canned.".
,';

Downtown B akery

the best cookies in town
drop in any time!
■229 W. Main, Missoula

;

Visit the Good Food Store,
the provider of organic
produce, bulk & whole foods
for over 25 years.

Good food store
’ 920 Ken sin gto n ❖ Misso ula , MT $9801 ❖ (406)728-5823
h o u rs : Mo n d at -Saturday 8am to 9 pm, S undays 10am to 6pm

Stop by to see our
selection of prints,
paintings; jewelry
and,sculpture by
regional artists.
G lacier A spens
Image frorn.a watercolor
painting by Mary Beth Percival
.Poster size; 23” x 32.25"
$30 unsigned / $5Q signed.

GALLERY HOURS

Reprinted courtesy of
Bozeman Daily Chronicle

10:00-5:30 Weekdays
11:00-5:Q0 Saturdays
139 W est Front
Missbula, M ontana

y ;* ,

. ..

,

(4.06) 549-3248
1-800-82 5-7613
Visit our virtual gallery:

vwvw.dolack.com
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A Time to Plant
,

B

..

artwork by Emily Harrington

one Rock school has had its share of ups
and downs this year, as have other dis
tricts in the. valley. It was during a particularly
tense board meeting that school nutritionist
Patti Calkins put forth the idea of a commu
nity garden, a venture to bring folks together
rather than rend them apart. Her idea was met
with a sigh of relief and instant support by
board members.
Last week, Calkins, along with visiting
dignitaries, and with the entire student body
looking on, broke ground for the new garden.
Located adjacent to the bus barn, the garden
will be tended and harvested by volunteers
in the Three Mile Area.
:.
C alkins' idea for the
garden came from a video pro
vided. by Team Nutrition, a
USDA program coordinated
by OPI through Montana State
University. As a Team Nutri
tion school, Calkins says Lone
Rock receives excellent recipes
and ideas for improving nutri
tion, things she says she's been
doing all along in her nine
years as school nutritionist. "I
had cut so much fat that I
couldn't get enough calories,"
she laughed. When she saw
the video, lights went on.
love to garden. And
I thought, 'a community gar
den, this is the perfect place.'"
As she pointed out, the school
has plenty of land, plenty of
people in the community are
in need and the garden will make an excel
lent teaching tool. '•
Katie Bark, coordinator of the nutrition
education program for OPI, was on hand for
the ground-breaking ceremony and seconded
that opinion. .
.•
"I think it's exciting. You're not only
teaching the kids how food is grown, but then
you're going to be able to reap the benefits for
the school program and Head Start, and your
16
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by Mamie Prange

local community. So I think it's really a handson learning experience."
Lone Rock is the first school in the state
to have applied for a nutrition promotion
start-up grant, Bark said. Classrooms already
are involved in growing seeds donated by
Garden City Seeds, Calkins added— green
beans, broccoli, cucumbers, squash, zucchini,
and pumpkins for the classrooms, v
A highlight for the school is Calkins'
plan for a pizza garden, an idea borrowed
from.a garden at the San Diego Zoo. The plot
will.be circular, like a pizza, and pizza sauce
ingredients—oregano, basil, thyme, bell pep
pers, tom atoes — w ill be
planted in wedge shapes, with
one Wedge left out as a foot
path. Pizza, is aB ig favorite at
the school, Calkins said. "We
feed almost everyone when we
have pizza," she laughed, in
cluding staff, parents and little
brothers and sisters. Because
the'garden will ripen, when
school resumes in September,
the kids will be able to eat the
fruits of their labor.
The organic garden is
planned as a 20-by-3Q raised
bed, with pathways through
out. Individual families may
Sign up for. 4-by-5 p lots,
Calkins says, but they will be
responsible for maintaining
their own areas. Other plots
will be-donated to Head Start,
and any excess harvest will go
to Pantry Partners in Stevensville.
Representative Dorothy Simpson, who
started her campaign at Lone Rock last fall
sprucing up the baseball fields, returned to
help shovel dirt. She thinks the garden is a
great idea. "Kids love to play in the dirt and
why not do something useful?" she said,
laughing.
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Community Supported Agriculture
by Tara Thomas
Introduced to. the United States in 1985,
Community Supported Agriculture(CSA) is a
concept that aims to connect farmers and con
sumers in a mutually beneficial relationship.
It gives consumers access to fresh, local or
ganic produce at a reasonable cost and pro
vides the small farmer with enhanced finan
cial security. Consumers can learn more about
where'their food comes from and farmers can
to develop long-term relationships with their
customers. CSAs offer an alternative to buy
ing grocery store produce which is on aver
age 7 to 10 days old and has traveled 1500
miles.
The way that a CSA works is simple.
Typically, CSAs operate from one farm and
anyone interested in supporting that farm and
receiving high quality produce once a week
can become a member in the CSA by buying
a share. A share normally entitles the mem
ber to enough food’ for four primarily veg
etable eating people. Members buy their share;
in the spring but pick up food throughout the
growing season. Some CSAs offer added ex
tras like member potlucks, newsletters, cook
books and volunteer work. days..
Farmers benefit from this arrangement
in many ways. Because the shares are sold
before the growing season begins, farmers are
better able to plan-how much and what they

should plant for the upcoming year. Also, it
provides extra financial resources at a time of
critical need. Once, production begins, farm
ers are able to focus on growing the food
father than on marketing it.* Finally, with a
CSA the money, paid for food goes directly to
the person growing it. For every dollar spent
in the conventional food market, only 25 cents .
gets to the actual growers. The rest goes to
ward grocery stores, transportation and
wholesalers. In a CSA, the entire dollar goes
to the farmer.
. . Supporters of CSAs hope that some
day every community in every state will have
access to a CSA farm. In fact, the idea seems
to be spreading. Between 1992 and 1995,450
new CSAs were started, around the United
States. At least a quarter of those are in the
west, but most are in California. The idea has
been slower to catch on in the Rocky Moun
tains. According to the Western Regional Di
rectory of CSAs, there are five CSAs in Mon
tana but none in Idaho, Wyoming or Colorado.
Since CSA is a relatively new idea, it will likely
take time to catch on. If it does, local econo
mies, environment and people may become
much healthier.
For more in form ation on CSA s—
where they are or how to start one— contact
CSA West at (408) 459-3964.

continued from p. 11

project, Quality Supply (a local hardware hours for a share in the CSA farm.
store) and Garden City Seeds (a local seed
company).
•This is-the pilot year for this ambitious project
which may well become a model for the de
It also relies heavily on'a corps of volunteers velopm ent of su stain ab le food system s
from a wide variety of organizations. Volun throughout western Montana. In fact, other
teers have come from local schools, businesses communities, including Browning, Ravalli,
and churches and from organizations like Gallatin and Cascade are already discussing
Court System Community Service, Refugee the possibilities for. implementing such a
Assistance Corporation, Volunteer Montana project in their area, V :
and a host of others. The project also depends
on participants from Montana's welfare re For more information on the Garden City
form Community Work Experience Program Harvest project, call (406).523-FOOD or write
(ComWEP), who trade community service to 30.1 W. Alder, Missoula, MT 59802.
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An Embrace
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or Attack?
Northern Rockies farmers brace
for national organic standards , ■
* ’

~ story by Leeann Drabenstott
photos by David Steele

v.

Seven years ago, producers and
consumers of organic produce
thought national standards for
organics were just around the cor
ner. But they're still just anticipating
what will be a major overhaul of the •
organic industry. However, this
growing season may be one of the .
last in which displays of asparagus
and shelves of canned tomatoes will
be labeled in markets as they have
. been for decades: California certi
fied, Organically grown in Montana
or Mexico, OCIA certified, or even
just plain organic. U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USD A) officials
claim the proposed regulations will
be ready by the end of the. summer,
and when the regulations finally
fake hold, one size will fit all:
USD A Certified,
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o some in the industry, the changes will velopment of the National Organic Program
feel like a welcome-to-the-Tamily em through the Organic Foods Production Act
brace. Others believe the fundamental spirit (OFPA), which appears in the Farm Bill of the
of the organic movement—born of commit same year. Members of the organic industry—
ment and social consciousness—may suffer a farmers, processors, distributors, arid consum
blow. And in this region of the country where . ers—had requested that the government help
the Old West mythology of lawlesness still the industry ensure the integrity of organic
exists, talk of federal intervention always products and facilitate interstate and interna
tional trade. The OFPA mandates a national
raises eyebrows:
c e r tific a tio n
program
for
Are you sufe?
producers and
Consumers want to know what they're handlers of or
buying. They want assurance that what a la ganic products,
bel, grocer, or farmer says is true. They don't, which w ill be
however, always get the truth. Consequently, d e v e l o p e d ,
the most prominent issue of the National Or im p lem ented ganics Program has emerged—safety. The and policed—
.USDA is intervening to make sure that the ultimately—by
food on the expanding organic market is both the USDA.
C u r safe and labeled accordingly. ,
If nothing else, organic farmers agree rently, products
on this point. Says conventional (not organic); are certified
tomato farmer Brad McMillan of Riverton, through state or
Wyoming, "I'm not a real granola crunchy private Certify
organic nut, but I'd like to. know what's in ing agencies.
there." A 1994 study by the University of Ken Although these
tucky shows that pesticide residue is the third .groups confer
greatest food-safety concern. In the same on many basics
study, 90 percent of respondents said they of organic pro-;
wanted all produce labeled to tell what pesti ductions spe
cific standards
cides were used.
Some
A consumer is more likely to distrust a vary.
product when he or she can't even understand farm ers label
the label. With over 50 major certifying agen their products "organic/' but have not gone
cies internationally, labels on organic products through a certification process. According to
can't always communicate much to the con USDA literature, "because of the current situ
sumer. "How is a consumer supposed to know ation, the opportunity exists for mislabeling,
what all of itmeans?" asks Mary Jane Butters, fraudulent claims, and consumer confusion."
The federal standards will regulate all
a farmer in Moscow; Idaho. She hopes that
with the' new national regulations, consumer production, processing and labeling of organi
distrust and confusion will end. That's clearly cally-produced foods, including dairy and
the intention of the National Organic Program: meat products. Standards for dairy and meiat
will be the most complex because both the
keep it simple. Just call it USDA certified.
feed for the animals and their environment
must be addressed.
The program
The development of the standards be
In 1990, Congress authorized the de- gan with the establishment of the National

T
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Organic Standards Board (NOSB). Fifteen
members of the organic industry—including
farmers, scientists and consumers—comprise
the board, which drafted recommendations
for the standards. They began work in 1992,
meeting with members of the industry across
the country. According to farmer Bob Quinn
of Big Sandy, Montana, who served on NOSB
for three years, the recommendations were 90
percent com
plete by the
tim e he left
the board in
1995. j j j j
The Secre
tary, of Agri
culture and
USD A Or
ganic Staff are
still reviewing
those recom-.
m e n d a tio n s
and develop
ing the pro
posed rules
for the federal
standard. The
apparent de
lays in the
project are to
be expected,
says -C onnie
C ru n k leto n ,
Director of Iriformation for the Agricultural Marketing Ser
vice (a division of USDA). Policies for just one
commodity can take up to three years before
completion; the organics standards are han
dling hundreds. .
■ "W hen you consider the scope and
magnitude of what's, being covered,...in ret
rospect, it's really moving along well," she
says: Adding to the hurdles, funding for the
program has been hit-or-miss: Congress didn't
even begin financial support of NOSB until
two years after it authorized the program.
Once published, the proposed rules
will enter a public comment period of 60 to
Camas — Summer 1997
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90 days. The final revision, with the Secretary's
final stamp of approval, will be implemented
by the USDA.
Under the rules, any product labeled
organic will have to be certified by the USDA.
They will accredit state and private agencies
to evaluate, certify and' monitor farms and
processing facilities according to the federal
standards.
A phase-in period will follow the ap
proval, to allow farmers and agencies time for
transition. Also, as with all agency-governed
regulations, the rules are not set in stone.
"Within the regulations, there will be some
flexibility for adding and subtracting things,"
Crunkleton assures the industry. The stan
dards will always be open to public petition,
fielded mostly by the national board.
Quinn believes that the recommenda
tions, of the board adequately express the
needs and desires of all- parties in the indus
try, but wonders if that information willmake
more than a cameo appearance in the pro
posed rules. "We won't know until we see
them," he says.
The regulations comprise only one as
pect of the national program. The USDA also
plans to participate in the development of in 
ternational organic standards, which would
aid in both the importation and exportation
of such products, and conduct research in con
junction with the EPA and FDA.
Grassroots
Why all this fuss over an industry that,
in 1994, accounted for only around 2 percent
of the nation's $334 billion retail food sales?
. Simply put, the industry is growing rapidly.
According to Natural Food Merchandiser (an in
dustry trade publication), the sales of organic
products increased 20 percent or more each
year from 1989 to 1994.
The sales come from products of over
a,million acres of certified organic farmland
nationwide. At least 70 certified farms hail
from Montana alone: Idaho's contribution to
oganics is comparable to Montana's, but the
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Departm ent of A griculture in Wyoming
In the Northern Rockies, only Idaho
knows of few organic farms in the state.
and Colorado are state certifiers. Montana
In the 1940s-and 50s> organic farming organic farmers generally certify through the
appeared as an alternative to the then-new Organic Crop Improvement. A ssociation
practices of using chemicals to ward off pests (OCIA), an international agency which has
and encourage growth and uniformity of pro four chapters in the state. Farms that apply
duce. Also at that, time, monoculture farming for certification are reviewed by a local com
became the norm. These practices came as a mittee of farmers according to OCIA stan
response to post-war population booms and dards, and then inspected by an independent
third party.
the dustbowl disasters of the 30s.
For 40 years, farmers in the organic
Interstate commerce of organic prod
movement cultivated vegetables and grains ucts became more viable with state and pri
mostly free of synthetic fertilizers and pesti vate certification—a product could be identi
cides, .and practiced
fied at least by a
ways of farming that
state or m ajor
maintained soil fertil
not just
" I' m not cl real granola-1 agency,
ity and encouraged
by farm. Small
biological diversity.
farm s
grew
crunchy
organic
nut,
but
I'd
It has alw ays
larger to meet
been— at h e a r t the increasing
like to know what's in there."
driven by con‘
dem and for
cemed citizens will
organics, like
—farmer Brad McMillan
ing to make an extra
Pavich Family
effort to support soil,
Farms in Califor
water, human, and ani
nia. The fam ily
mal health.
.
m .
.
started farm ing
Local farmers' markets, neighbors and 400 acres in the late 70s; now their farm in
natural food stores served as the main mar cludes 3,500 acres of certified organic land.
As of 1995, a consumer could find or
kets for organic products. Processed organic -.
foods were virtually unheard of.
ganic produce in 42 percent of mainstream
;
But all this changed in the, early 1980s stores, according to a study by the Food Mar
along with the steady growth of the organic keting Institute. What began as a grassroots
movement.: As more farmers became inter movement quickly became an industry. .
Like all growing industries, organic
ested in organics, they approached local
branches of USDA for information and advice. farming has suffered at the hands of fraud and
In 1980, USDA responded to these requests . mismanagement. Theindustry clearly needed
by conducting research on organic fanning some guidance/ so it turned again to the fed
practices. They compiled a 100-page docu eral government. That step led to the Organic
ment of farming recommendations from their Foods Production Act of 1990.
findings. *.
! '
Farmers also wanted some system of Complexity
certification,, to assure their customers that
Although the. organic industry has
they were serious about organics. Some states
listened to those farmers and passed acts regu faced radical changes in the last 15 years,, the
lating organic foods, through which farms National Organic Program will have the most
within that state could be certified. Farmers’, J profound effect yet. It's certainly on the minds
in states; with no such act tapped into new of organic farmers, in the Northern Rockies,
private certification agencies.
and their general opinions cover a wide spec-
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trum.
Butters, who farms 45 acres of veg
etables, comments: "I'm not nervous about the
standards...you have to start somewhere."
Others are les$ worry-free, such as Jon Tester,
a farmer from Big Sandy, Montana and board
member of OCIA. "In the worst case scenario,
it could ruin organics," Tester says. He won
ders about how the standards may fundamen
tally change the industry.
The range of opinion is no surprise,
considering the scope of issues related to the
production and consumption of organic prod:
ucts—economic, environmental, health and
social. Although industry presence in the
Northern Rockies is small compared to other
regions, the farmers here know what's at stake
for them, and for consumers—local and na
tionwide.
Safety Questions Remain
The fear and confusion about product
safety that plagues some consumers may lin
ger, even with the national standards. A 1995
study by the University of Kentucky indicates
that 40 percent of consumers "[do] not trust
the accuracy of food-safety information in any
form— including government publications
and food labeling." Apparently, consumers
may innately distrust food information.
Even under the national standards,
farms will be monitored directly by the certi
fying agencies that currently oversee them.
The USDA will police those agencies, not the
actual farms. It is likely that the federal stan
dards will be lower than those of most agen
cies now, say both Quinn and Tester. Thus, the
consumer's sense of enhanced protection may
be false.
Some consumers don't mind a little
confusion; they prefer to spend time with la
bels to get the best product they can find. This
may prove difficult with USDA's pass/fail cer
tification system— the consumer won't know
if the product really deserves an A+ or a D+.
According to Quinn, the need for some flex
ibility in labeling is necessary, but "[dual la
Camas — Summer 1997
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beling] was out of NOSB's scope." Without it,
the incentive for farmers to surpass the low
est possible standards could weaken.
Turning a Dime
It's safe to assume that businesses want
to make money and consumers want to save
it. USDA hopes that the National Organic Pro
gram will help satisfy both desires. Harold S.
Ricker, former spokesperson for the National
Organic Program, predicted in 1994 that the
$1.5 billion [organic] industry could double
within three years after the federal standards
go into effect.
In response to such growth, prices of
organic products could go down. They would
then seem more accessible to the average con
sumer and the market for them would build.
However, if demand does not increase pro
portional to industry growth, the market
could plummet. This has Browning, Montana
farmer Bill Stewart worried. "I see the possi
bility that the organic market could become
flooded," he says.
On the flip side, prices of the products
could remain the same or even increase, de
pending on demand and the costs of the na
tional program to farmers. "I'm worried about
the prices going up to 'pay for the bureau
cracy," says Sandy Huntsman; owner of
Kachina Produce in Riverton, Wyoming. Bill
Hunger, who runs a five-acre herb farm in
Kalispell, Montana asks*. "It costs us an awful
lot to get that OCIA- inspector. Who's going to
pay for the government inspector—if an in
spector comes?"
Farmers agree, though, that there needs
to be. "some kind of level'playing field," as
McMillan puts it. Currently, certifying agen
cies have different user-fees, and some hold
standards that are more expensive than those
of others. It can get expensive for a farmer to
ship out-of-state or even pursue.certification.
according to the regulations of his or her re
gion. The USDA would charge a uniform per
centage of farm sales for the user-fee.
Although states will be able to legis-
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late standards higher than the national ones—
and these would, for that state, supersede the
national regulations—interstate trade will
become significantly easier for small organic
farms who currently can't afford all the certi
fications necessalry for out-of-state commerce.

What's at Stake V

*

Although more conversion to organic
could be positive in the light of soil and water
conservation, many farmers question whether
it should be whole-heartedly embraced. In the
Northern Rockies, organic farmers are most
vocal with concerns about what the standards
.Greenwashing?
may mean for the spirit of organics. They
Organic farmers have always commit wonder if people converting their farms, or
ted—out of necessity if not desire—first to the maybe even expanding existing organic farms,
soil, second to profit; They know that what would do so for the purposes that have always
ever they put in the soil will-turn up on guided organic farming.
. Most of their concerns rest on the ex
someone's table one day. "Organic isn't just
not spraying...it's putting more in than you're pectation that the USDA standards will.be
taking out," explains Hunger. He speaks of diluted versions of current standards. If this
replenishing the soil with natural fertilizers is the case, present organic farmers may be
like compost and manure, instead of stripping come lax in their practices and conventional
it with chemicals. In the short-term, fhis way farmers may move over to try their hand in
>• T
of farming is expensive and more labor-inten an expanding market.
"T h e
grassroots
people
in
sive.; . ’ •
• • But in the long run, as Bill Stewart ex organics...realize the importance of soil health,
plains, the conservation of soil will maintain crop rotations, and producing food high in
the health of a farmland. Healthy soil en nutrition and good for you. If you get into
hances production, and will consequently net lower standards, it's'all gone because you
more profit, "if you don't farm organically, don't have to," comments Tester.,
He says that organic farming has al
you ruin .the. organic matter in your soil,"
Stewart explains. He knows of.conventional ways been a "long-term thing," meaning that
farms on Montana's praifie on which the soil it requires a significant commitment of time.
is "down to zero percent in organic matter."1 Because of current standards, like ones that
The national organic standards may require soil treated with pesticides to lay dor-,
help continue this long-standing tradition of mant for three years before organic produc
conservation. Some wonder if they will even tion, farmers must really believe in their deci
tually become the norm for all farming in the • sion to go organic; But if standards, like this
‘ United States, simply because the land will relax, he foresees that farms will "hop in and
. refuse to. yield to any other practices. And if hop. out" of organics more readily.
He's* also worried that a federal focus
the federal standards end up lower than cur
will
detract
from the local communities that
rent ones, it may become easier for conven
tional farms to convert to organic. That would typically support organic farming. "Local de
mean more land free of chemicals, more con cisions will recede with national regulations,"
he says. Similarly, Quinn wonders if moving
servation. ‘ '
•;v-:.
V-:.';
However, if the standards for organics, away from local input really will be benefi
barely surpass regulations for conventional cial and efficient.
"Once you turn something over to the'
agriculture, the increase in real conservation
would be minimal. In this case, the.organics government, it's certainly more difficult to
consumer would end up supporting policy have an impact on it than if you're sitting
around a table with 12 other people," Quinn
that is merely washed in green/
reflects..
* '
. ,
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McMillan thinks that, given past fed-, water down the organics industry," Tester
eral intervention in farming, the handing over says. A relationship could be lost. \
i ofthe decision-making to a distant bureau
Perhaps Northern Rockies farmers are
cracy is unwise. They don't know the land, most interested in the spirit of farming be
he says, "Somebody's writing the laws that cause the majority of organic farms in the re
doesn't know wHat the hell they're doing."
gion are small and family-owned. The farm
With, increased producer reliance' on ers don't share as many of the industry-wide
the federal rather than the local, consumers concerns about trade and labeling, especially
may also focus less on the community and if they stick to local markets,Maybe the inter
environmental aspects of organic farming est taps into something more fundamental:
than whatever the industry begins to market. independence and’ resistance to big business
Butters explains that some confusion over or and big government are still timedionored.tra
ganic as a marketing concept versus organic ' ditions in the West.
as farming could arise.
Consumers may start to
Consumer Clout
purchase organics sim
ply because they hear
For now, a^ these
organic- products are
fears are hearsay. The
better and because the
proposed rules are still
products have become
sliding across desks in
more accessible in
D.C. while farmers dig
mainstream markets.
into their busiest sea
The consum er
son. But what if these
could becom e, as
farmers' fears are real
Wendell Berry calls it,
ized— that the rules
. an industrial eater. "The
weaken standards forindustrial eater is, in
organics arid a door,
fact, one who does not
then opens to an indus
know that eating is an
trial m arket that
agricultural act, who no
doesn't recognize the
longer knows or imag
spirit of organic farmines the connections be
ing?.
tween eating and the
An off-shoot of
land, and who is there
"real organics" could
fore necessarily passive
form arid co-exist with •*
and u n critical...," he.
the more industrial or
says in the essay The
gan ics, • suggests.
Pleasures o f Eating.
LouAnn Crowley, Ad
In d u strial or
ministrator of a chap
ganic . consum ption,
ter of the Organic Cer
w hile p ositive in its
tification Association
general support of organics, neatly removes of Montana. This alternative group, would be
the consciousness shared by both producer like what was once the organic "movement,"
and consumer that has grounded the organic in which products remained local and the only
industry all along. "The word organic implies certification necessary was trust.
change and learning," Quirin explains. If pro
"People who do organics do it from the
ducers and consumers involve themselves in heart," she says, and she anticipates that this
organics under any other terms, "it's going to will never change entirely. Hunger agrees,
Camas — Summer 1997
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and adds that there will always be consum
ers as well as producers who will continue
their commitment to organics as they've al
ways known it. "Like anything else, it will
take care of itself if left alone becaiise it is
driven by concerned people," he says, "Or-,
ganic will always be 'small time'."
Crowley even foresees the possibility
that farmers entering into the organic market
just to make a buck would be converted—by
the power of nature— to more traditional or
ganic practices. "Nature will take hold of
them," she says, "It will infuse them."
There's always the chance that the na
tional standards will serve as the biggest boost
to the organic industry yet. "The best-case sce
nario," says Quinn, "is that they come out with
a set of standards the consumer can be proud
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of." Tester also holds onto some threads of
optimism: "If the national standards were
higher [than OCIA]...and they allowed dual
certification, T don't have a problem with it.
It'd be a win-win situation."
The consumer is ultimately the one in
control, Tester believes. "Consumers will con
trol the power of this," he says, "Consumers
have the political clout." Only they can de
cide whether to support organic as market
ing tool or organic as a way of life. Consum
ers are the ones who regulate the successes
and failures of any industry, and the paths it
will take on the journey to either end.
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ixteen days after we were evacuated from
the worst chlorine spill in U.S. railroad
ing history; :my neighbors and I watched a
video of our town; It was-a gesture from Mom
tana Rail Link to reassure us that things were
okay in Alberton, but it was like, seeing some
one else's streets from a bus window: fence
posts whizzing by, then a few houses with
trees and shrubs out front, garbage cans at the
curb. Further on, our businesses looked stark
and dingy from a long winter just turned tospring, but most of all they looked etfipty. The
people were gone.
But there were animals. Horses looked
up from grazing,, a black dog trotted across
the street looking at the camera over his shoul
der, a cat scooted for cover. These were the
ones we left behind,
Right from the start, even before our
eyes and throats stopped burning, we wor
ried about our animals. The cloud of chlorine
gas that rolled over us like a poison Chinook
rolled over them too. And while we made it
safely to the evacuation center at French town
High School that April morning, nearly all of
our pets and livestock were still in Alberton.
Some of the people were sick; they were dizzy
and nauseated, breathing oxygen from rescue

tanks and sitting heads-down at long lunch
tables, and the animals back home were surely
worse. At that point we couldn't rule out the
possibility that they were dead.
But. we didn't use those words. Instead,
we debated the details, Was it better to leave
pets inside or out? Would the loose animals
run for high ground? My friend left her mama
cat with a litter of kittens—-just opened- a bag
of cat food and ran for the car. What else could
she do with rescue trucks roaring up and
down the streets, sirens howling? Others left
mares and cows with their udders already full.
What choice, did they have? We had been
blinded, choking, worried about our neigh
bors. Did old Arnie hear the sirens? What
about Swede? He didn't answer his phone—
did that mean he was gone or in there asleep?
/ As it became clear to us that we weren't
going home anytime soon, we also realized
that the animals would go hungry as well as
breathe chlorine. The unspoken pact we all
make with our pets and our stock, the bar
gain that you give me meat or milk or com
fort or a ride through the hills and in return I
will take care of you, that contract would be
broken.
The jiext day we gathered in a confer
ence room at the Village Red Lion for the bad .
news. The projected date for ''re-entry" was
more than two weeks away. We had spent that
first night in motels around Missoula, trying
to fit the vacation feel of two double beds and
drinking glasses wrapped in plastic with the
desperation underneath. Our homes were offlimits—-awash in poison and under armed
guard. We sat in folding chairs and crowded
into the aisles, many of us.wearing the same
clothes we had thrown bn the morning before,
and we traded stories, Arnie and Swede and
the rest of the people had made.it out; they
were safe, but worried and angry. Most-of. us
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ESSAY

Broken
Contract
by

Shawn Lake

Editor's note: In the early morning hours of April
11th, 1996, a train derailment near Alberton,(Mon
tana caused four tanker ears full of chlorine gas to
leak, resulting in the evacuation of residents.
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felt okay but others dicin't. With a queasy fear ties—a day later than we wanted, but the best;
settling on our shoulders like ashes from a we could get. We had 20 minutes to feed. I
trashy fire, we began the struggle with our- injected penicillin into the horses with runny
selves and our neighbors and the railroad that noses while my partner broke open a bale of
would endure like a ruinous divorce.
hay. We watched them move from pile to pile
But those of us with animals had more in their usual pecking order, and the' contrast
immediate worries. The official who spoke broke my heart. Their regular munching and
about livestock feeding was nervous, know- snuffling hung in a rare silence—no cars or
ing it would be a hard sell but forged ahe^d. trucks roared down Interstate 90, no train
He told us we wouldn't be allowed in until whistles blew for the road crossings. The only
the next day.
vehicles were the HazMat trucks, the sheriff's
"Why don't you try and go 48 hours deputies' cruisers and now and then a carewithout food," shouted a man. The official fully neutral security car from some nameless
didn't answer. 'T got a mare ready to foal," agency.
shouted another. ."Maybe already has." The The horses were shedding and they
officials huddled in a quick conference-and needed to be brushed, but our 20 minutes
then turned back to their mutinous audience, were up.
They asked the animal owners to assemble in
We were allowed-to feed every other
another area to talk about going in to feed, day, sometimes every third day. People who
and not a moment too soon.
• had left their pets in their house's brought them
The next morning, two days after the out, and the only casualty was one parakeet,
spill, we were escorted to our homes by depu- Calves were born. Foals were bom, and some

pjouuy jnvd hq ojoifd
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were sick, but they survived. Our horses got
used to their new feeding schedule; when they
heard the truck pull in just after dawn, they
came to the fence. We fed them and watched
them, and we tried to take comfort from their
normalcy. Sonny was still a glutton for atten
tion, shoving his nose in anyone's chest who
would let him. Barney the black Percheron
was still the boss, and Fara the Arabian mare
; was. Still arrogant and nervous.
It was the third or fourth feeding be
fore I realized why I didn't feel better after
spending that time with our horses, why I
came away still agitated, uncomfortable! It
wasn't that I was worried about them; theylooked fine. It was that pact we had broken.
Our relationship with our animals hap
pens between two worlds. It is at the inter
face between the way we want our lives to be
and the way the world really is. When you
throw a Frisbee for your dog or show a kid
how to groom a 4-H sheep, you-are in that
place where you pretend things are okay We
all carry fears around w ith us, fears about
truth and lies, dead fish in rivers, itiissiles Still
aimed across oceans. But we don't burden our
animals with those fears. In the time it takes
me to carry my saddle from the barn to the
corral, I've buried them all. When I pull the
bridle over Sonny's ears and throw the reins
oyer his neck, I've convinced even myself that
the truth is only in. the open field in front of
us, the creaking leather Saddle, his warm
horsey smell. But when the train wrecks and the
chemicals drift over in the field, cracks open
up. in our bargain. When the horses don't get
their hay, the crack widens. When no one
shows up at the fence for days, arid when they
do it's with needles and.syringes, then the jig
is up. We have to admit the pact was a hoax.
We made it all up. We really can't control the
Camas — Summer. 1997
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world, we can't make it safe for them. We can't
even make it safe for ourselves.
The video closed with a long segment
on evacuation workers feeding hay to three
horses near the derailment sites itself. They
were in the red zone— the area of worst con
tamination—and the horses were meant to
show us that the danger was past. Their eyes
were clear, their noses were dry, and they
jostled each other’for feed the way normal
horses do.
But that very ordinariness was appall
ing. We had, all of us, exposed these horses
and all the other animals to poison, put them
through pain and suffering. We risked their
lives. And we did it, all of us; because we live
in a world of speed and high technology, of
pesticides and bleached white paper. Our
standard of living coirtes wjth strings attached,
strings that pull tanker cars full of chlorine
over the rails at night.
..
The horses in that video didn't pass
judgment on us. They just wanted some hayand some attention, and now they Would get,
it. The next day we would be moving back to
our homes, cautiously, opening our front
doors, checking our house plants, walking out
our back doors to look up the hillsides at the
singed fir trees. But as the smell of chemicals
’gradually fades and the trees sprout new
growth, down along the Clark Fork the tank
ers will still be rumbling the track. I will hear
them as I pull the curry comb across my
horse's back, hold it up, and let the "weight
less hair drift away on the wind.
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PROFILE

Farm ing from the Heart
.

-

•

"I came West because it was Goldwater
country. I was sick and tired of Eastern liber
alism. I was a rugged individualist. I wanted
to be a man." These words surprise me as I
visit with Bob Erb, farmer and amateur phi
losopher who now raises organic vegetables
and thought-provoking questions on the
northern shore of Flathead Lake.
In his tattered John Deere cap, blue
jeans arid suspenders, Bob could be any
farmer but he is far from ordinary. "I don't
know much," he tells me. But as stories of h is .
life history and personal transformation take
shape, it becomes clear that this is not true.
For as far back as the Erbs can trade
their family roots, they've been a farming fam
ily. The first Erb to farm in the United States
was Bob's great grandfather, who grew veg
etables'in what is now Central Park in New
York City. As the city grew, the farm was con
demned and the family was forced to move
to the town of Elton. Bob's grandfather oper
ated a successful farm there until the state
decided that a new parkway would be builtin Elton and the Erb farm was in the way. This
forced the Erb family to relocate once again.
Bob grew up farming alongside his father in
the town of Hicksville. At the end of World
War II, development pressure increased and
his father sold their land. The rich, dark soil
of this farm, so vivid in Bob's memory, now
supports a subdivision of 400 homes.
I n 1953, Bob received a degree in agri
culture from Cornell University where they
taught techniques that would be called "sus
tainable" today,: like using manure for fertil
izer. "There's an art to agriculture. It was still
taught that way," he remembers. After gradu
ation, Bob married a young woman named
Marilyn and soon after headed west to farm
in Belfry, Montana, In those early days, Bob
and his wife spent nights in a tar-paper shack
and long days in the fields. He had found
w estern freedom and independence and
30
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by Tara Thomas
settled happily into life in a Republican strong
hold. "It was great. Everything was black and
white then. If Newt Gingrich had been around
then, I suppose I would have been a big fan."
They started small but slowly began
acquiring more land as they could afford it. "I
fell hook, line and sinker for 'bigger is better'."
Bob describes that farm as "one great big, ster
ile, weed-free place." He says I would have
been impressed to see the 50 acres of pictureperfect vegetables. But "it had half the nutri
tive value of what I'm growing here." He nods
tow ard a h ulking tractor sittin g in his
neighbor's field. "There was a time when my
decisions on the farm were based on keeping
a machine running instead of taking care of
my heart, soul and land."
. ; ,
A combination of events finally caused
Bob to begin questioning his own farmings
practices. His farm in eastern Montana grew
sufficiently large and he decided the next step
was building a feedlot. He needed to do some
thing .with the mounds of sugar beet tops left
after harvesting. Farmers were being advised
to raise cattle, so Bob decided to do it too. "This
was the beginning of the end," according to
Bob,
: ■ ' / vThe feedlot proved to be a financial
disaster. The cattle were often sick, and Bob
got .very attached to the animals. He subse
quently suffered bouts of depression when
sending them to slaughter. "Changes in how
we do things creep up on us,"he notes. Bob
began to question the practicality and ethics’
of raising animals for slaughter. He found that
treating animals humanely was not economi
cally viable. He became a vegetarian and soon
found himself questioning all of his agricul
tural practices.
He tried to make, some changes but
says that the bank supporting him did not
approve: "Banks have far too much say. Banks
are run by people who have no knowledge of
how to care for the soil, the land." Eventually,
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he was financially and philosophically unable
to continue farming as he had for so many
years. After more than three decades in con
ventional farming, Bob and Marilyn relocated
to Somers to start a small organic vegetable
farm. * .
*,
Stories of financial loss, emotional
hardship and environmental degradation as
sociated with agriculture often identify cor-r
porations as the root of all the problems. Bob
is quick to . disagree.
"E n v iro n m e n ta lis ts
want to point the finger
at corporations. I was to
blame. We are to blame*
Why? Because we want
cheap food . John Deere
and Monsanto figure
out ways to make food
cheaper." The thing We
should blame corpora
tions for, he says, is
their willingness to ac
cept collective ignorancie, ign oring the
long-term implications
of chemical farming;
Today, as Bob
endeavors to make a
living conscientiously
by raising food without
the aid of m echaniza
tion or chemical inputs,
the presence of his con
servative, conventional ’
farming neighbor has
proved frustrating. In
fact, they haven't spo
ken in weeks due to a.
disagreement over farming methods. Hie says
that conventional farming is a ''no-brainer."
The chemical companies tell you what to
spray and when— there's not much else to it.
Bob believes that most conventional farmers
know at some level that what they are doing
doesn't make sense. But, economically, they
can't afford to question it.
■
Life as an organic farmer in Western
Montana has been a challenge for the.Erbs. In
a unique caretaking agreement, they wer£
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given the opportunity to manage 160 acres of
land owned by the Sauerwine family. Much
of the land is under conservation easements
and a large percentage is wetlands. Three acres
are under cultivation for the production of
vegetables, primarily lettuces, which Bob sells
to local restaurants and at the Kalispell farm
ers'm ark et. The land he farms is only 30
inches above the water table and this year
most of his acreage was under water until
early June. This
cuts his growing
season
even
shorter than it al
ready is. In addi-'
tion, the soil has a
high clay content
. and he constantly
battles weed and
in sect in festa
tions. Plus, Bob is
getting older and
he is trying to
learn a w hole
new way of farm
ing. A young or
ganic
farm er
from theBitteroot
Valley took one
look at this land
and said there
was'np way he'd
try to farm, there* .
In eigh t years,
Bob says they've
had one good
year.
What -is it
that keeps him
going? "I feel I have a responsibility to those
people who can't grow their own food. I don't
want my grandson's teacher to have to raise
his own food; I want him to put all of his time
arid effort into being the best teacher he can
be. That's important," he explains. At the
same time, he questions whether it is possible
for him to grow food for other people in a way
that is neither damaging to the earth or to him
self. Many of his plants are suffering and he
wonders if it is because he is in charge of too
'

’

‘

'
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. many for one man.
' . fl
Since moving to. Somers, his goals have
shifted. He is interested in far more than sim
ply having a nice organic farm. His goals have
become more universal. " I am looking for an
integrated concept of agriculture/' he says.
This concept will combine philosophy, tech
nology and religion. As we talk, he cites phi
losophers and religious texts in an attempt to
explain his viewpoints.
Bob tells me that he spends a great deal
of time in meditation and prayer, asking him
self /'how do we heal our problems?" For
merly a Christian Scientist, he often used his ‘
religion for healing both himself and his crops.
Now he describes himself as falling some
where in the interface between Christian Sci-.
ence, Quaker and Zen Buddhist thought. He
has a great, love for. all of these traditions but
none of them alone has been able to provide
answers to his questions. "You know," he says,
"gardening is participation in one of the great
est mysteries of the universe."
. Pointing to a row of cabbage at our feet,
Bob explains his belief in the limits of science
as applied to agriculture, "Science can tell us
a lot of things, but it cannot explain why a
plant grows. Yes, we add water and sunlight
and nutrients but that doesn't explain why the
pliant grows. There is something else going on,
and I think it has to do with love. I am anx
ious to get on with knowing what it means, to
love crops;"
. .It seems Bob's new farming philosophy
is not carried on through his family. And, with
out my asking, Bob says plainly, "I am the last
Erb farming." Given the fact that he is one of
a band of 60 cousins who were all raised on
farms, this statement is sobering. The legacy
of this vegetable farming family may soon
end. "The kids say they liked the farm but they
saw how much work it was. I worked all the
time and never really did anything with them.
It's sad in‘a way. My kids feel like they never
got to know me." Plus, the economics don't
work out. "M y uncles were all great farmers
but not. one of them ever claimed to make a
living at it." The current economic system is
inhospitable to small farmers.
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As we sit in his office, the tailgate of a
vyhite pick-up truck, Bob gestures toward his
surrounding neighbors' quiet farms. One
former working farm was sold for over a mil
lion dollars tp a wealthy lawyer from New Jer
sey, another to a rich Californian and one more
to a lawyer from Missoula. None of these new
neighbors intends to farm the land. Most don't
even live on the property for more than a few
weeks of the year.
For farmers to survive here, Bob says,
"the land prices must reflect the value of a crop
grown on it, not the value of a lawyer putting
horses on it. I'm being pushed out by land that
costs $4,000 an acre. I'd like to expand but I
can't. I think it is important to consider the
question 'are current economic patterns com
patible with land stewardship?'."
He says he doesn't know if he'll sur
vive in Somers. But he keeps trying, thinking
ail the time about possible alternatives. For
now, his organic lettuce gets a good price and
he's considering trying out gourmet salad
mix, a potentially profitable endeavor. In ad
dition, he and his wife have been making their
cabbage into sauerkraut. By doing this, they
increase the value of the crop, w ith the
sauerkraut earning six times the price of plain
cabbage. Apparently they've developed quite
a reputation. One customer drives 30 miles
from Ronan to pick up a batch which she
sends by express mail to. relatives in Ireland.
Other value-added products may be a viable
option; •
.. He also toys with the idea of turning
the place into a "solitude farm". Participants
in the solitude farm would stay on the farm,
providing Bob with a much needed helping
hand, and have time to reflect while learning
hc>w to grow food. "Everyone needs to have a
way of withdrawing and starting to ask the
hard questions."
How can family farms survive? Bob,
for one, is not about to be pushed out this time.
But many farmers are not so resilient. Things
must change, he says. "We need to figure out
a way to get the land back into the hands of
people who care for it."
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Too Much of a
Good Thing?
Controversy surrounds future
of Farmers' Market
story by Rob Lubke
\

photos by Yukari Usuda

Ask any handful of Missoulians.
what their plans are for Saturday
; mornings this summer and chances
are more than a few will answer 'the
farmers' market.' In its 26th season,
the Missoula Farmers' Market is more
popular than ever. But while hundreds
of people mill around the tables of ■’
recently-picked huckleberries, rubyred tomatoes and towering gladiolas, .
not everyone is happy with what the
market has become.
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n fact it's one of the market's founders who
has some of the biggest concerns—for the
farmers who participate and for the future of
the market itself.
M avis M cK elvey and Chinw on
Reinhardt first gave birth to the idea of a farm
ers' market in Missoula back in 1972! "We are
the mother superiors," says McKelvey, who
along with Reinhardt has been on the market's
board of directors ever since. "I was new to
the community and Montana seemed so far
away from everything that produced things,"
she said explaining her inspiration for want
ing to make fresh produce available to local
people. "We thought we'd keep money in the
community and help produce food."
In retrospect, few people Would say
that wasn't a noble purpose, but at the time
McKelvey and Reinhardt faced nothing but
opposition— from the health department, the
city council and downtown merchants. They
sought assistance from Allen Bjergo, area com
munity development agent with the Coopera
tive Extension Service o f Montana State Uni
versity. Serving in an advisory capacity,, he
helped the women go through the steps nec
essary to get the market up and running.
Bjergo, a resident of the Bitterroot Val
ley, remembers the problems they encoun
tered with the city council, particularly Coun
cilman Stari Healey, who was less than enthu
siastic about their entire proposal. Healey's
words still make Bjergo chuckle. "Those damn
Bifterrooters are gonna bring the plague,"
. Bjergo recalls him shouting.
To counter that claim, Bjergo located
scientists from Hamilton's Rocky Mountain
Lab and The University of Montana to testify
before the council that there would be no pub
lic. health threat from a farmers' market. Even
tually the council granted the women's re
quest for an ordinance to close one block of
Railroad Street off of Higgins for the market
each Saturday morning, and the health depart
ment gradually softened their opposition.
Merchants,’who worried that market vendors
might sell items similar'to those they sold in
their stores and that their regular customers
34
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might spend money at the farmers' market
instead of downtown shops, soon followed
suit.
"After that first market, almost all op
position im m ediately evaporated," says
Bjergo. "The vendors walked straight into the
stores and spent the money they made from
selling vegetables. It revitalized downtown."
It wasn't just the vendors. More people came =
downtown and shopped in the stores. : .
Though its beginnings were meager,
the market has since flourished. There were
six or seven vendors in attendance at that first
session and most sold their produce from TV
trays. During its initial season, which lasted
just over one month, the market was slow to
catch on with the public. Although wfrat little
produce Was available usually sold out within
20 minutes, there w eren't the throngs of
people that can be found today. "People were
very cautious," said McKelvey. "Farmers were
cautious. They were casing the joint. I think
they looked at us as 'those university women
who. get things in their brains.'"
Apparently, those skeptics liked what
they saw. Every year since, the number of sell
ers has increased. Last year, at the market's
high point, there were 133. yendors selling
baked goods, fruits, vegetables, flowers, trees
and other item s grow n and produced
throughout western Montana. The market's
by-laws specify that only items produced in
this area of the state be allowed into .the mar
ket, although an occasional truck from outof-state may set up for business outside of the
market boundaries.
About 40 percent of Missoula's farm
ers' market vendors today—50 percent dur
ing huckleberry season— are Hmong. The
Hmong came to the area in the late 1970s fol
lowing their leader, General Vang Pao, who
relocated here after Laos fell to the Commu
nists in 1975. More than 900 Hmong settled in
and around Missoula. Vang Pao has since
moved to California, and many Hmong who
had been living here migrated with him. Mary
Yang, case manager at Missoula's Refugee As
sistance Corp., says Missouia is now home to
‘
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264 Hmong. Moist receive some type of pub
lic assistance but many Hmong families work
together in a community garden, on Spurgin
Road to raise fruits and vegetables they then
sell at the farmers' market, for supplemental
income. Very few vendors in today's market
make a substantial profit from their efforts and
most decline to give specifics.
Market Master for .the last six years,
Mel Parker officially manages the market on
market day by dealing with the vendors, mak
ing certain that all
rules and regu la
tions are followed.
Parker also rings the
opening and closing
bell: He estim ates
that vendors at the
market net an aver
age of' about $5,000
in typical season.
That may sound
healthy until you
look at- the facts. •
Many.farmers spend
at least 8 months of
the year planning;
planting, , tending
and harvesting their
crops. If you calculate a wage rate based on
40 hours per week, that comes to roughly $3.90
per hour—far below the minimum wage of
$5.25. To be completely accurate, you'd have
to base the rate on the actual hours worked,
which many farmers in the’market say is
closer to 80 to 100 hours per week. At times,
some vendors make as little as 35 to 40 cents
per hour.
Parker himself recalls the first time he
and his wife participated in the market. They
sold only turnips and went home from their
day's work with a profit of $4.50. Times have
improved since then, but it's not just money,
that keeps them coming back. They enjoy be
ing part of the market and the friends that they
have made there. ''It kind of gets into your
blood," he says.
For Gene Diemer, who has been sell
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ing at the market for 25 of its 26-year exist
ence, profit margin has little to do with it,
"You can't equate this to money," he says, "not
totally." Diemer and his wife, who are wellknown for their gladiolas and will have
planted some 50,000 bulbs this year, find that
personal rewards make their efforts worth
while. "There is no way to measure the satis
faction of putting, something in. the ground
and seeing it grow/' he said, "or the satisfac
tion o f having someone see something you

produced and say 'my, how. beautiful!"'
Because many people who sell at the
market are not in it for the money, vendors
there are not always full-time farmers. Uni.versify professors, retired engineers and
school teachers are among those who set up
shop at each session. Generally speaking;
there is a certain camaraderie between those
who sell, but it hasn't'always been peaceful.
When the Hmong first began partici
pating in the market, there were no assigned
spaces, although many old-timers had unof
ficially laid claim to certain spots. Some of the
Hinong began arriving before 5 a.m. to get
what they felt Were the prime locations. That
created problems when others arrived and
found them in what they thought were their
spaces,
. ’
,
"All hell broke loose," says McKelvey.
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"A lot of the deep racism that is in all of us
came out." To resolve the crisis, the market
began offering spaces that could be reserved
for the entire season. Vendors without reser
vations are sometimes there ready to move in
before the market master arrives at 6:30 a.m.
on Saturdays. They've learned they have to
get there'early if they want to be part of
Montana's first, and perhaps most popular,
farmers' fnarket.
Despite the fact that the market is a
crowd favorite in Missoula, and that markets
all over the state—at least six in other cities
that are held regularly and. more than a dozen
others that meet sporadically during the sum
mer season—have their roqts in the Missoula
market, Mavis McKelvey has become some
what disenchanted with it. "I think the com
munity is trying to change the nature of the
market," she says, "and I'm not pleased about
that."
McKelvey admits that there is some
truth to the notion that the market should be
a place where people can visit and develop a
sense of community. She recalls how she came
to know a past market vendor who arrived
each Saturday;morning by taxi. His clothes
were tattered and torn, and one corner of his
table had to be propped up with a stick. Hie
was someone outside her own tight circle of
friends she never would have known, were it
not for the farmers' market. But while she rec
ognizes the aspect of getting together with
friends /and meeting new people, McKelvey
feels that in the process of doing that,;
Missoulians are forgetting the real reason for
the market's existence, which is to provide an
opportunity to purchase truly fresh produce.
At the closing bell, it bothers her to see how
much vendors must pack up and return home
with after hundreds of shoppers have made
their rounds.
.
.v
"T here are a lot of people m illing
around having a roll and coffee, but there are
not as many serious buyers as there used to
be," she says. "We don't necessarily want [the
market] to be a community event. If it's a place
where people come to be entertained, the
36
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market can't sustain that. The market will col
lapse. Out to Lunch [in Caras Park] is enter
tainment, but the market is not entertainment.
It was never rjneant to be. I'm not sure the com
munity appreciates how hard these farmers
work."
For some vendors, like John Erdman,
determining the role of the farmers' market
in Missoula is not a priority, "I've made the
choice not to be involved," he says. "I'm not
interested in making the market what I think
it should be."
For others, how ever, som e of
McKelvey's words are sentiments that they
agree with.. Long-time vendors say they have
seen a change from the market's early days
when people bought "virtually anything
available at any price."
Gene Diemer doesn't take as a personal
affront the fact that market attendees are see
ing more entertainment value in the market
than they did in early years. But he doesn't
argue with McKelvey's statement that custom
ers don't recognize the efforts that vendors put
into their work. "They don't know, and they
don't care," he says. "All they want is some
thing inexpensive." At the same time, how
ever, he doesn't think the market is totally "go
ing down-the tubes."
•,
Could-these changes at the market that
have occurred in recent years lead vendors-to
pull out? "Absolutely," says Diemer. He says
he already knows of some vendors who are
questioning how long they will continue to
participate in Missoula's farmers' market.
Helen Ann Bibler, executive director of
the Ravalli County Museum in Hamilton,
which has helped sponsor a farmers' market
; since 1994, says that Hamilton's market has
already lured away some of the people who
used to sell in Missoula. "People are coming
this way because it's less of a rat race," she
says. She knows of older vendors who send
their kids to sell in Missoula while they sell at
Hamilton's market, which generally consists
of a mixture of 25 to 30 vendors offering a mix
ture of arts, crafts and produce.
Bibler says that vendors in Hamilton
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are 'Very, very happy about the sales they are
doing/7 and she says that there is no concern
about that market's entertainment value de
tracting from the produce that is sold there.
In fact, the Hamilton market was designed to
be a Community event with entertainment. It
frequently offers activities such as music per
formances and horse-driven, tours through the
city's historic district
Like Diemer, Shirley Morrison, who is
now in her 15th year of selling at the Missoula
market with her husband, has recognized the
changes in the Missoula market. "It's not' a
rush for produce anymore," she says. "It's be
come a social thing-." Morrison says that she
and her husband probably sell about as much
each year at the market as they have in the
past. That isn't bad, but there hasn't neces^
sarily been much of an increase in sales as the
crowds at the market have grown larger. It
could be that an increase in vendors has made
a difference, but there is no real way to tell if
the number of actual buyers in the.market as
a whole has increased. *.
The m ost sig n ifican t change the
Morrisons have noticed in buying, habits is
that there used to be a more bulk buyers. Now

their, sales are made'"one pound at a time,"
and that means there's more work involved!
Though Morrison and her husband will prob
ably retire from the market after this season,
she isn't concerned that the market will fold.
"Maybe it's been going down, maybe it will
go up," she says. "We were there at its peak,
but there will always be sellers at the market."
Aside from the fact that she thinks the
market may have grown too large, Mavis
McKelvey feels part, of the problem of fewer
buyers rests with arts and craft vendors who
have taken to the sidewalk of the 500 block of
N. Higgins. Unlike other farmers' markets,
from its inception the Missoula market has
disallowed the sale of arts and .crafts in the
market itself. The board felt that producewould be self-monitoring but that if they al
lowed crafts, they'd have to make judgments
on which items were most worthy p f sale.
"For a volunteer board to get into a .possible
wrangle—it just wasn't wise/' says McKelvey..
Further, she says, the market was intended-to
offer only locallyrproduced items, and deter
mining what crafts are locally produced could
be difficult,
•;
Banned from the market, .many craft
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vendors and entertainers have opted for the
Sidewalk outside of the market's boundaries. .
This is completely-legal provided they obtain
the necessary license from the city. McKelvey
says the sidewalk businesses add to an already
troublesome parking problem in the vicinity
of the market and the crowded walkways
make it difficult for some to navigate their way
to Railroad Street. She knows of people who
used to purchase produce at the market, but
now choose to shop at other.locations in town
like Benson's Farm rather than fight the
crowds. Even she no longer spends any more
time at the market than necessary. "I do my
shopping and I get out of there," she says.
•Not everyone feels that the arts and
crafts people are a problem, however. Shirley
Morrison says those vendors may actually
draw some people to the market. "There are
some people who want to make a dime. It goes
both ways. A lot of people may like [having,
them there]."
. Regardless, the situation frustrates
McKelvey. "We have turf wars every single
Saturday morning," she says. "It's exhaust
ing." Noting that the market has really become
a hit in the last six.or seven years, McKelvey
says it may be a.victim of its own success. "In
some way I guess we caused it because we
became popular. I. can't define it. The market
became the place to be on.Saturday mornings." ' ••; ■' ; ,
. : V.:
Vendor Gene Diemer says the time may
have arrived for the market to hire a manager.
You can't have an operation of this magnitude
without putting someone in charge of it all,
he reasons. The board of directors is made up
of volunteers who now take on many of the
duties that a manager could, says Diemer. He
feels the board should be there to set policy
and that any market management programs
need to recognize that market vendors are
there operating small businesses.'
People have different ideas of how to
address the various concerns, and although
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no one is exactly sure what to do at this point,
McKelvey feels the problems need to be
solved soon or the market could be in trouble."People who are growers have to have some
assurance that there are buyers," she says.
One option the board has explored to
deal with the arts and crafts vendors would
involve moving the market to a new location,
but many Missoulians oppose the idea. They
say there is history in the current location and
a special ambiance amid the brick road and
the black locomotive that is the market's cen
terpiece. The market board is also reluctant
to move. They like the spot that was selected
in the beginning. McKelvey says there is some
territorialism involved.Recently announced plans by former
farmers' market vendor Deborah Keep to cre
ate an additional outdoor market two blocks
West of the current farmer's market may alle
viate some of the trouble by giving street ven
dors other sales opportunities, but the exact
impact of a new market remains to be seen.
Montana Trade Circle, as the new venture will
be called, will have booths with produce, craft
items and food. Keep says the market is in
tended to complement the farmers' market,
but people’are already questioning whether
the community will be able to support both
markets.
While problems do exist and no one is
sure exactly how they will be resolved, there
is a general consensus that the farmers' mar
ket is a special part of the community. "It's
become a real institution in Missoula, social
and econom ic," says M arket M aster Mel
Parker. "Everybody enjoys it—or at least they
should."
For McKelvey and many market ven
dors, "enjoying the market" means more than
grabbing an espresso and gabbing with
friends. They hope Missoulians think about
that the next time they're walking emptyhanded through the market.
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PEO PlB

From the Other Side

by Rob Lubke

T ohn Erdman has been, a fixture in the gan at an early age. As a child growing up in

photo by Yukari Usuda

. J Missoula Farmers' Market for half of the
market's 26-year fun and nearly a third of his
life. "I keep doing farmers' market because it
keeps getting better," he says..
Erdman, 41, lives on 20 acres of land
north of Arlee. His farm encompasses two- .
thirds of an acre and there's an orchard with
about 100 fruit trees. Almost every Saturday ,
morning during the market season, and some.
Tuesday evenings, he sells what he. produces

on that land from a spot near the United Way
office at the comer of Higgins and Railroad
streets. -Native plants and fruit trees, Carrots,
scallions, strawberries, winter squash, pota
toes, cut. flowers and his favorite, garlic, are a
few o f the crops that might be found at his
'booth. Though there is a wide variety, Erdman
chooses what he.will grow carefully.. "I don't
try to do everything, or be the supermarket
produce section," he says. "I grow what I like
. to grow and can grow well. I grow ’w hat there
is a market for."
Erdman says his interest in plants beCamas —1Summer 1997
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suburban California, his job was to tend to his
family's plants and landscape. He feels the
many years he Has put in* working with the
plants have given him special skills and a real
love for farming, but he doesn't consider him
self only a farmer. In his own way he is "paint
ing pictures." "I see myself as an artist, not*
just as a farmer or a technician," he says. "The ,
seeds are like paints. You go out and
work...until the garden comes into fullness.
It's a mosaic of crops."
W hether people
see farmers as artists
or growers, they tend
to agree that you have
to have a special dedi
cation to be in the
m arket today. For
m ost lo cals, the v
M issoula farm ers'
market begins when
the opening bell rings
at 9 a.m., but m arket;
day for Erdman starts
betw een 5:00 a.m.
and 5;30 a.m.. He has
to be up that early to .
harvest, clean and load what he will be sell
ing. After a 45-minute drive, he is usually in
Missoula by at least 7:00 a.m. to set up at the
market. He might not have to be so early if
he'.had a reserved spot, but the up-front fee
he would have to fork* over is more than he
wants to pay especially when he doesn't ex
pect to make it to every market. Instead, he
pays $4 each time he attends—more if he re
quires more space than usual: The fees go to
covering such things as a salary for the mar
ket master, clean-up and market liability in
surance. ‘
• ;. ‘
.
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Like m ost vendors at the m arket, There's a good chance that he will make next
Erdman says he's not there for financial gain. year his final year of selling at the market, at
Although the farmers' market is his main av least at the level that he currently does.- He
enue for selling what he grows, it accounts for hopes to find a livelihood that is more in
only 20 to 25 percent of. his income. Sometimes volved with people on a daily basis and will,
he will trade his produce with one of the perhaps, pay a little better. "At least for part
market's bakeries for a bag of bagels,,but he of my life, I'd like to make a decent wage," he
depends on investments and teaching music says. He's thinking of going back to school and
classes to pay for many of his living expenses. finishing his degree in liberal studies. He
West African drumming is his specialty, and might like to teach.
For now though, he'll enjoy the rest of
in the winter when h e can't work on the farm,
he devotes much of his time to his music. As his time in the farmers' market. Although he
an additional activity this summer, he plans feels the market itself is a bit conservative for
to assist with some "creative self-expression" his taste, he thinks it's heading in the right
classes at a children's peace camp at Flathead direction. He recognizes that there is some- *
Lake. It's a volunteer position this year, but thing special about the Missoula Farmers'
Erdman says it may lead to something more Market. "People from all walks of life can
come here and be a part of it in some way," he
in the future.
The future is something that Erdman says. "There are lots of beautiful people here..
says he's been thinking about seriously. Interesting people."
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Wildfields
i-:

by Tommy
Youngblood-Peterson

've been reading, and re-reading,. Gary
Snyder's The Practice o f the Wild. T he word
cultivation, h e says, reflects etymologies till,
and wheel about, and connotes a movement
away from natural process. Although Snyder
cultivates some of his Sierra land, he admits
it is really better growing oak and pine. It is .
better as forest/ at being wild. . .
Likewise, the small piece of land out
side Missoula that surrounds my family's
home is better at growing wildflowers, Doug
firs and ponderosa pines, whose bark wheh
peeled back emanates that sweet vanilla smell.
I do garden a bit, a 10-by-10 attempt at
red and green leaf lettuces, parsley, cilantro
for our twice weekly Mexican fare, and always
a few tomato plants. The tomatoes rarely ripen .
by fall's first frost, yet my midwestern roots
know in an almost cellular way that fresh to
mato taste, and require a token try.
1 plant few flowers. Just uphill from the
garden, we discovered Our first lady'slipper, .
a single plant, whose satin white slipper
flower delicately hangs On, with smooth
bright yellow tongue lapping the "laces." I
can find no others. Further uphill, arrays of
arrowleaf balsamroot, indigo lupines, blue
bells arid orange, salmon, arid deep red In
dian paintbrush saturate the slopes. My son
Campbell, seven, calls it the wildfields. In .-.
early spring, yellow glacier lilies spread over
the land by ,the hundreds, filling, in folds of
hawthorn, and pure violet shooting stars,
streak the earth, mirroring Hale-Bopjp's pres
ence of late winter.
. Instead of garden weeds, I walk the
land early evenings and pull knapweed. I've
almost got the four acres licked. I want to keep
it wild.

artwork by Emily Harrington
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Tommy Youngblood-Peterson lives in Clinton,
Montana with his wife and two sons. He has been
published previously in Camas..
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If Walls
Could
Sing.
by Janisse Ray
Editor's note: The author writes of a visit at the home
stead of writer Arrnick Smith; near the Potomac Valley.

very morning a log truck wakes me, grunt
ing past the cabin, shuffling while the
driver gets but and opens the gate that keeps
the horses in the meadow. It's the gate I open
daily, to get to this last place on the road,
backed up against Plum Creek land. The
meadow near the gate is marshy with spring
snowmelt, and absolutely purple with shoot
ing stars— a puddle of grape juice. Snipe are
nesting, their haunting calls rising from the
green green of the meadow. They're not
untrusting.
I hate that a diesel engine is the first
sound I hear, before the birds, and I certainly
don't want to look at the load, but I always
do, as the machine idles at the gate. The logs
are big, too big for the woods to lose, bigger
than America deserves. Seeing how big they
are makes something at the bottom of my
lungs hurt."
They're logging old growth, I think..
W hen I first house-sat for Annick
months ago, the woods behind the cabin
seemed untouchable, even unapproachable.
For miies the forest, back there went uninter
rupted, all the way to Turah.
Every morning, I want to follow the log
trucks, to see. where the trees go, what they
will become. I suspect it's the plywood mill in
Bonner, 15 miles south, where they're spun
around a six-foot razor-sharp blade at a sick
ening sp eed -y ears of growth in a sunshine-
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and-varied-thrush forest dizzily unwinding.
While the trucks pause, I count the logs: 27,
17,21. The least was 11, nothing like the fabled
three-log loads coming out of Oregon, but big
too— trees two and three .feet across. Too big.
Old growth. .
One morning about seven, I meet a log
truck at the gate.
. Good morning, I say cheerily when the
driver dismounts. He's about fifty, kind-faced
with silver-rimmed glasses. Where are you head
ing?
.. •.
Columbia Falls, h e says, to the plywood
mill. Soft-spoken, he tells me it's Douglas fir,
but he's in a hurry, doesn't know why I'm sit
ting on the fence at seven in the morning just
outside timber company land. He has a long
drive ahead of him and doesn't want to chat.
I don't know why I'm sitting there, either.
Nineteen logs. They will become ply
wood for houses—walls, flooring, cabinets. In
the lumberyards the wood will not be able to
speak its history. It will not be able, stacked
and shaven and blond, to tell of the forest I've
skied and walked, the heady din of the west
fork of Bear Creek rushing over stones in the
canyon, beargrass blooming and arnica, the
nesting red-tailed screeching loud in-the June
fir-smell, wind in the larch.
Across the meadow, on a far slope, a
mile away as the raven flies, a loaded log truck
eases downhill. The air carries logging sounds
across the blue-green tops of trees—a quick
whine of blade, jake brakes, a straining engine.
I stop the next truck and ask how long back
here. It may take a year to get it all out, he says.
In the cabin I start listening to the wood
Janisse Ray has an M.F.A. in poetry and non-fic
tion from The University of Montana and has r e -.
cently been published in Hope magazine. Her first
book, a memoir, is forthcoming. She plans to re
turn to her native Georgia with her son, Silas.
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Subduction

somewhere.
All that flashed inside me as image, not
by Christopher Cokinos language, and canyon wall, mountain range
rose in my periphery. I felt in those few sec
onds a feeling I have not had before, one I
cherish, seek out, hope for. It is simple, pecu
sat by a creek reading geology.
liar, all-connective, welcome and strange—
All the facts fell away like pollen in the worthy of a koan, were I a Zen master. I felt
wind when a branch rustled and trembled. in those few seconds as human and hawk
Up, down, up, down, up. I sat on a beach of gazed across the gulf of species, across count
worn rocks looking at a sharp-shinned hawk, less molecules of atmosphere,. across the
three yards away, who was surprised to be hawk's, shock and instinct to flee—held in
perched suddenly in my gaze. The creek place for some reason. I felt myself subducted,
meddled quietly with its rocks. The book's •folded into and under the world, pressed by
closed pages pressed on my left forefinger. I serendipity, melting into the elements o f
was holding my place. So too the hawk. We things not-human and things human.
•considered each other: the hawk's head turned
I rose up from the gravel, the hawk
toward me, mine turned toward him. 1
flown. The air where the hawk had been, and
I say "h im " because the robin-sized the willow where he had perched; remained..
bird was smaller than other sharpies Fve Seen, I rose, exhilarated. Beneath.me and beneath
and, therefore, I guessed, a male. He had no wherever the hawk had. gone, the earth
prey^ in his urgent talons. He. had me in his pushed and pressed and pulled in motions
gaze—black pupils rimmed by yellow. So he that birds cannot know but probably sense..
was learning a lesson today: when pursuing Motions we'd wrongly call ceaseless, motions
finch or vireo through thickets and woods and • monumental, motiofts slight as a breeze-lifted
breaks where the mountain forest opens into feather on a hawk in. a willow by a creek in
canyon, then to brush, there might be— at this the mountains, on a planet spinning and or
biting in a system that hurtles toward Vega. •
bend pf the water—a human.
I smiled and closed my eyes. Let the *
Most of us ’have looked into the eyes
hawk
watch
me. Dusk settled on the Pioneer
of animals, but usually these are pets., or oth
erwise domesticated. It is a different thing to •Mountains: Nests cupped first darkness. I was
stare into the eyes of a wild creature, especially myself again, at the earth's surface, eyes alert,
one that is unexpectedly, close. Of course, the hands holding a book in the miracle of grasp
hawk was no threat to me, and so I felt an ing. I walked through a burnt willow thicket.
I left that bend of Canyon Creek for good,- for
adrenal quietude—not fear.'
We have worshipped hawks in the the hawk's surprise suggested a domain, even
‘
' .
past. We have deduced that hawks, that all !. if temporary..
But I kept the moment.
birds, are dinosaurs transformed. I had been
reading about subduction, whereby one litho
spheric plate slides beneath another, forced Christopher Cokinos hikes and backpacks in the
down into the hot earth and melted, the ma Rockies each summer. He lives in the Flint Hills
terial .to be roiled,, transformed and perhaps of Kansas, Where he is a husband, writer, activist
returned to the surface somehow, someday, and teacher.
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reflection continued from p 4

W hile Dorothy Watched, Aaron pushed
the short handle of his digger like a lever, and
a glassy stone popped out of the ground. He
picked it up and shook away the loose dirt.
"We'll wash it off and you can have it,"
Marti said. "We already got one."
"What is it?" Dorothy asked.
"Indian stuff!" Marti cried. "It's Indian
stuff!"
In four years of living here and digging
in all directions at various times, front yard
and back, for this purpose or that, I've never
found a stone of even slight charisma. But
three neighbor kids have found a pair of beau
tiful obsidians, each, from its looks, a stone
on the way to becoming an artifact. What do
those kids see that I can't see?
The stone now sits on a shelf where we
can take it down and admire it, and we do—
often. It fits perfectly in the hand and appears
as if has been worked. The base, thick enough
to rest comfortably in the palm, seems to have
been beveled to a near roundness along
conchoidialfracture lines. The top edge is very
sharp, knife-sharp along half its length, then
serrated as if the worker could not get the edge
to continue. Where it is sharp, it is as sharp as
our French kitchen knife. Perhaps the worker
gave up when the chipping caused serrations
-instead of. a keen edge. Perhaps it was used
until it broke.
Technology. The search for a better
scraper. A blast of videographic light bounc
ing off the snow.
' .
A short time ago, I called my mother
at her home in Orangeville, Utah in the middle
of the afternoon. I was checking in to see if;
. my Aunt Hannah and Uncle Matt were both
. okay after bouts with poor health, and also to
discuss the business of braces for our daugh
ter Tenly. The X-rays showed her teeth com
ing in at all angles, the upper incisors now
making their move in the direction of tusks.
Mom wanted to know about the X-rays. As
we talked, I stared onto our snow-filled yard
through the sliding glass doors connecting my
office to the deck. I must have absentmind.edly picked up the obsidian scraper and
cradled it in my hand. Then a movement out
beyond the back fence on the fifth fairway
caught my eye.
A deer walked from the golf course
44 '
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through the broken gate in the center of our
fence—a large whitetail buck, blowing steam
through shiny black nostrils. He picked his
way directly toward me, seeming to stare
through the glass doors as he came on. I said
into the phone, "Mother! There's a big buck
hanging out in our yard."
She must have misunderstood me, be
cause she answered, "Oh, did you get to go
hunting this year?"
"No, no, it's alive...not hanging...Christ,
he's looking right at me...."
He walked onto the deck, not seeming
to notice the short step up from the grass. The
bright sunlight flashed on the tines of his ant
lers—four on one side, three on the other. He
stared, I think, into my eyes, though I can't be
sure because I don't know whether other ani-rhals can see through glass the way we do.
"...buck or a doe, did you say?" m y .
mother was asking.
"Buck!" I said. "Big whitetail, really
beautiful rack."
"I bet the meat'll be good. Did you hit
him clean?"
When he got alongside the Weber
cooker—surely the cold steel heart of suburb an-m ale-gojf technology— he' stopped,
turned his head, and sniffed..Alaska salmon
was the last flesh I had cooked there. He
turned back and seemed to meet my gaze
again, and that's when I remembered the
scraper,
' v V
• *’
I looked down at the stone tool, sud
denly feeling dangerously sharp in my hand,
then back at the buck, standing still beside the
Weber a scant twenty feet away. For some reason, I said aloud, "They weren't'whitetails
■then. They were mule deer."
"Oh, mule deer. That's what your dad
always got over to the Brannans' ranch."
The buck calmly turned and retraced
his steps; moving very slowly. When he came
to the gate, he paused and looked out across
the fairway. He turned his head to the west,
toward the tee, then east as if gazing off to the
distant putting green.
*
"Looks like he's checking for traffic," I
said.
"Is the traffic getting bad up your way,
Son?"
"Yeah, Mom, " I said. "It's gridlock."
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reviews
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Headwaters:
Montana Writers On Water &
;
|
'
. Wilderness
v -,.

;•

Compiled & Edited by Annick Smith
Sponsored by Hellgate Writers, Inc., 1996
Review by Erica O lsen:
The word "anthology" comes from the
Greek, meaning a gathering of flowers. Head
waters, a collection of nonfiction, poetry and
fiction by 49 Montana writers, could justifi
ably, be called'a "hydrology." The pieces in
cluded here reflect the many different paths
that Montana's rivers run through the lives
and works of its writers.
- Annick Smith,, in her introduction to
this book, speaks of the power of stories "to
remind us of what we really value, where we
actually stand." The pieces in Headwaters
speak directly, and sometimes bluntly, to this
point. Most were written especially for this
collection, which was produced as a response
to recent and ongoing political debates in
Montana over clean water and other land use
issues.
Publication was funded by an anony
mous donor. -The book was sponsored by
Hellgate Writers, Inc., and distributed to leg
islators, schools, libraries and the media. The
contributors all donated their work.
Thus,. Headwaters follows in the foot
steps of a similar volume, Testimony: Writers
of the West Speak on Behalf o f Utah Wilderness,
compiled by Stephen Trimble and Terry Tem
pest Williams. Testimony w as distributed to
Congress in 1995 as part of the campaign to
gain federal protection for wilderness areas
in Utah, and was later published commer
cially by Milkweed Editions. Headwaters is not
Camas — .Summer 1997
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 1997

yet available in an edition for sale. I hope that
it will be; commercial publication would do
justice to this book; which features a lovely,
misty cover by Russell Chatham.
In his contribution, "R ivers," Gary
Ferguson tells of working as a naturalist on
Idaho's Salmon River and answering the ques
tion 'When a salmon comes to a fork in a river,
how does it know w hich way to go?'.
Ferguson says, "T h e y can taste the home
stream..;. A few parts per million—that's all it
takes/'In many pieces in this collection, the
writer seems to be after that taste of the home
Stream—a taste spoiled by pollution, or ob
scured through habit or the passage of time;
• For the most, part, the contributors
write about Montana's rivers in plain speech,
without embellishment. A few pieces take an
absurd tone (Franz Kafka is reincarnated as a
fish in David James Duncan's fable)—perhaps
a comment on the absurdity, of having to fight
for something as basic as clean water*
Headwaters is.not without its faults. At
times the range of reference, seems limited..
There are'so many nods to Norman Maclean,
that I was grateful for Alex Smith's quotation
of T.S. Eliot's line, "the river is. a strong brown
god." In their insistence that rivers are worth
saving,, some pieces begin to sound didactic.
The pieces are all short, and many express
similar beliefs. No matter how [deeply held, a
series of statements of belief all expressed in
less than three pages can sound perfunctory.
This is unfortunate, since given more ampli
tude,' the. same pieces might have been truly
eloquent.- •\
. ... .
Similarly, the arrangement of th e se .
pieces in alphabetical order by author, while
fair to the contributors, does not always place
the pieces, to best effect. The chance order
sometimes makes the book seeni repetitive,
where a more .artful ordering might have re
sulted instead in resonance. i
•
In an anthology, every reader will have
his or her own favorite selections. Reading
Headwaters, I was less moved by the testimo
nials, and most delighted simply by what sur
prised me. What stands out in these very short
pieces is the strong and unexpected image—
beautiful, absurd' or surreal. Judith Neva
' . • ..

•
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recalls seeing Butte at night when she was a by the old myth of Manifest Destiny.
child: "glittering night lights remaking some
At the same time, it is clear that the con
thing so nakedly ugly by day into a rhinestone tributors to Headwaters, are engaged in more
brooch fit for your grandmother's best dress." than the tradition of riverbank lamentation (by
Greg Pape notes how old cars shore up the the waters of Babylon I sat down and wept).
banks of the Bitterroot: "This scene oscillates • Rivers with cars and bodies in them are riv
between the accidentally sacramental and the ers that have lost their innocence, or that cause
sinister."
us to lose ours. But hasn't.it always been this
In fact, I couldn't help but notice in this way? When Caroline Patterson sees the car
anthology of water and wilderness how many Submerged, floating under her raft, I am re
of the pieces dealt with cars! roads and driv- > minded of the moment in Huckleberry Finn
ing. Sometimes the driving is tangential; the when a house, unmoored by flood waters,
river is glimpsed from a road. In other pieces, comes floating down the Mississippi. There
driving or accidents become the central con is a dead body in-, that house, and Jim tells
cern. When ears and rivers intersect, what Huck not to look at it; only at the very end of
ensues is almost always traumatic. There is the book does Jim tell Huck the dead man was
the sad, desperate drive of Kevin Canty's char Huck's father. It is to the credit of the writers
acters in "Honeymoon," and Kate Gadbow's included here that they do not try to keep such
recollection of the night her children's car images from us.
went into the Blackfoot. Caroline Patterson's
For now, a limited number of copies are
memoir contains both an image of reassur still available directly from Hellgate Writers.
ance—car trips to the family cabin-—and the Contact them at (406) 721-3620 or.drop by their
moment when that routine drive almost office at 210 North Higgins in Missoula.
turned fatal.' Patterson follows that with the
eerie vision of art upside-down car floating in «
' Dry Rain \
the Blackfoot under her raft: "We knew what
we had seen and we had chosen to ignore it by Pete Fromm
and two days later they fished the car and its Lyons & Burford, New York , 1997
twenty-year-old driver out of the river."
Cars, those vehicles of escape and ec Review by Rick Stern
static freedom, become reminders of mortal
ity and moral responsibility. In this collection,
Pete Fromm lives and writes in Great
driving also seems like a way of teaching those
Falls,
a
place where people's lives seem infi
obvious, important lessons about how to live
nitely
sadder
than those on the west side of
with rivers: slow down, don't go in the water
the wrong way. Mistakes with rivers can be the divide. That depth of sadness permeates
Dry Rain,. Fromm's new collection of 16 sto
fatal. .*
ries. The book is thick with tales of car crashes,
In "Rivers of the Imagination," Ian
love worn thin and the windswept existences
Frazier only half-jokingly attributes the fact of folks whose lives seem barely touched by
that the Mississippi has never been dammed the mountains that shade their evenings.
. to Mark Twain's role in making that river the Fromm's characters have been shaped by the
setting for an enduring American myth. This sparse and difficult life of the M ontana
anthology asks,.'can stories save rivers?', plains—^ven those appearing in the handful
’*There is no easy answer. Over and over again, of stories set elsewhere.
the point is made that Norman Maclean's
Fromm unveiled the collection's title
much-loved writing does not seem enough to story during the Second Wind reading series
save the Blackfoot.
at Missoula's Old Post this spring! A young
Perhaps at the end of the 20th century, author of three other books—including Indian
there is a certain reluctance to impose a new Creek Chronicles—Fromm himself seemed re
myth on rivers, considering the damage done silient, even lively. One would guess he
46
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through situations that are fairly unique. An
icy road sends a man and his pregnant wife
careening into a river; a cocky young pitcher
experiehces life in the minor leagues; a young
boy disappears in a cornfield near the banks
of the Missouri River
In some stories, the difficult life of the
plains is successfully exported to places like
Arizona. "Snaker" is about a young profes-sional in the suburbs of Phoenix who is be
friended by a lonely neighbor who likes to
shoot rattlesnakes. This tale is one of the few
examples to support the claim that, not all of
Fromm's, stories are gloomy. Nor .are any of
them entirely upbeat. But they are real.
A few more things can be said of all
the stories in Dry Rain. They are short. They
are also simple. Most involve two or three
characters and not a heck of a' lot of action.
Most.importantly, Fromm's Stories are engag
ing. Dry Rain is the sort of book you'll want to
keep by your bed. Don't worry—few of the
stories are disturbing enough to keep you
awake at night. But don't be surprised if you
find yourself tearing through two or even
three stories before you finally decide to turn
in,

■‘ photo by Shad Springer

couldn't have endured the sorts of experiences
that have aged most of his characters.prema•turely.
Yet, somehow he has managed to tap
into the pulse of people like the title story's
character Stil, a man desperate enough to kid
nap his son in aii effort to extort a ransom from
his.ex-wife. No hardened criminal, Shi's just
a man with no plan and a lingering bitterness
at having lost touch with a family that has
probably done better without him."
*•'
"I had a life with you!" Stil exclaims
during a call to his ex-wife, his son Joey stand
ing outside the phone booth. "You owe me
-for that!" . :
In the end, Stil must to come the con
clusion that nobody owes him anything. He's
cashed in all,of his accounts and has nothing
to show for it except the memories pf a "vaca
tion" with a son whom he knows ,is much
smarter than him and with whom he can no-,
longer relate.
Mostly, these are the sorts of resolutions
that Fromm's characters attain. They're not
exactly feel-good pieces, but you couldn't call
Fromm's pieces horror stories, either. They
manage to explore lives that feel very real
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